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Abstract
This investigation draws from Multimodal Critical Discourse Studies and aims to
analyze the social meanings communicated by musical discourse in audiovisual
advertising with different types of target. The corpus we collected and studied is
composed of ten YouTube advertisements of fashion brands’ masculine and
feminine perfumes launched during last year. A multidisciplinary qualitative
approach was applied to study the interaction between visuals and soundtracks in
the construction of a multimodal persuasive narrative. After examining and
correlating the semiotics of images and music, we compared the data gathered
between the male and the female subcorpus. Results show that the tendency in
advertisements for men is to use instrumental music with relevant expressive
features, while music in female commercials tends to contain lyrics and to bear
symbolic meanings. We argue that such differentiation might reveal the need for
cultural endorsement through musical discourse in women’s fashion products
advertising.
Keywords: Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis, Social Semiotics, Musical
Discourse, Audiovisual Advertising, Fashion Products

Resumen
Esta investigación se basa en los Estudios críticos del discurso multimodal y
pretende analizar los significados sociales comunicados por el discurso musical en
la publicidad audiovisual con diferentes tipos de público objetivo. El corpus que
recopilamos y estudiamos se compone de diez anuncios de perfumes masculinos y
femeninos de marcas de moda lanzados en YouTube durante el último año. Se
aplicó un enfoque cualitativo multidisciplinario para estudiar la interacción entre
texto visual y banda sonora en la construcción de una narrativa persuasiva
multimodal. Después de examinar y correlacionar la semiótica de imágenes y
música, comparamos los datos recolectados del subcorpus femenino y masculino.
Los resultados muestran que la tendencia en los anuncios para hombres es utilizar
música instrumental con características expresivas relevantes, mientras que la
música en los comerciales femeninos tiende a contener letras y a tener significados
simbólicos. Argumentamos que tal diferenciación podría revelar la necesidad en la
publicidad de productos de moda para mujeres de una legitimación cultural
expresada a través del discurso musical.

Palabras claves: Análisis crítico del discurso multimodal, semiótica social,
discurso musical, publicidad audiovisual, productos de moda
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1. INTRODUCTION
“in fact music fuses ideological meaning and emotion,
and it is precisely therein that its power lies.”
Theo van Leeuwen (2012: 325)
“Musical discourse” is often used to define the study of discourse about music or the
discourse of music itself. In this work we will be dealing specifically with the second
meaning of such name.
This paper is intended to present a new methodological approach for the critical
analysis of musical discourse in audiovisual advertising. This topic has been
addressed by critical discourse analysts only in recent years, despite the
considerably long tradition of such field of study. However, we believe that the future
growth of this discipline is inevitably headed to the study of multimodal discourses,
because of (or thanks to) the current technological evolution of our socio-cultural
context; hence the interest in investigating musical discourse in audiovisual
advertising.
Since consumption nowadays is actually a form of social differentiation and selfidentification, investigating how advertising discourse reproduces social identities
and values by means of images and sounds should be the interest of critical
discourse analysts. Our object of study will be a corpus of ten YouTube
advertisements for fashion brands’ masculine and feminine perfumes. By applying
a qualitative multimodal analytical approach, we will consider the musical
soundtrack of these audiovisual texts as a semiotic mode for the construction of
meaning, just as fundamental as that of images in the visual part of the multimodal
text. Besides, we will follow the line of Social Semiotics and argue that music is in
fact a form of social practice (Hargreaves et al., 2002), therefore it serves the aim of
persuasion in audiovisual advertising discourse.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1. Critical Discourse Studies
The field of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) first emerged in the 1970s as an
interdisciplinary branch of Critical Linguistics, as witnessed by the work of Wodak,
Fairclough and van Dijk, who pioneered this research line. The intent was to
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incorporate contributions from social and cognitive studies in linguistic investigation,
so as to reach a wider view on the correlation between language, power and
ideology. Thus, originally the main objects of study for CDA were linguistic texts
such as newspaper articles, textbooks, speeches, etc. However, starting from the
1990s, this approach was enriched especially by the work of Kress and van
Leeuwen, who considered that meaning is not only communicated through language
but also through many other semiotic modes. In fact, they claimed that all “the
semiotic modes which are available as means of realization in a particular culture
are drawn on in that culture as means of the articulation of discourses” (Kress & van
Leeuwen, 2001). Hence the expansion of the research line, which took the name of
Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis (MCDA).
In the following sections the basic notions of text and social interaction will be
discussed, as well as key concepts relevant to the study of multimodal discourses
from the critical perspective.
2.1.1. Discourse as Social Practice
“All social action is semiotic, and all semiotic action is social.”
Kress & van Leeuwen (2001)
We agree with Kress and van Leeuwen on defining text “as that phenomenon which
is the result of the articulation in one or more semiotic modes of a discourse, or a
number of discourses” (2001). Texts include not only discursive articulations we
conventionally recognize as “textual objects” such as books and TV programmes,
but also “practically lived texts” (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001), that are those
multimodal practices of communication we perform and experience daily.
Studying a text with the eyes of critical discourse analysts does not imply
considering it as an abstract independent element, but rather as part of a social
interaction we call discourse. Fairclough (1989) clearly points out how texts, as a
result of discursive actions, can be seen both as a product of the process of
meaning production and as a resource for the process of interpretation.
Furthermore, these processes are always programmed by the specific conditions of
the social context in which they take place (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Discourse as text, interaction and context (Fairclough, 1989).

On the one hand, if we concentrate more on the perspective of production, texts
as elements of social events are partly the effects of social structures, along with
orders of discourse (genres and styles) and internal structural rules (cohesion,
coherence, etc.). On the other hand, when interpreting and analyzing them we
should also bear in mind that texts realize representations, actions and
identifications (Fairclough, 2003). Any product of discourse represents aspects of
the world, enacts social relationships between participants and causes in
participants a specific manifestation of identity (Fairclough, 2003: 27).
Another relevant contribution on the definition of discourse as social practice is
present in van Dijk’s work. The author, by applying a sociocognitive approach to
CDA, argues for the uniqueness of discursive productions, claiming that contexts
are intersubjective constructs more than objective models (van Dijk, 2008). Contexts
determine how participants perceive the situation and how they act in it, but
concurrently such contexts evolve according to the texts that participants produce
and interpret (van Dijk, 2008).
All these notions are functional to thoroughly define our object of study, i.e.
musical discourse in audiovisual commercials. The text we will analyze need to be
considered as part of a specific social practice, which is advertising discourse. Such
discourse can be conceived as an interaction in which the participants – brands and
consumers – are both involved in enacting attitudes, desires and values,
representing a fictional world and identifying as selves. Taking into account the
whole dimension and impact of such social practice is part of the analysis process
we are proposing.
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2.1.2. Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis
The multimodal approach to the critical study of discourses originally arose from the
field of semiotics, under the name of Social Semiotics. This branch investigates the
material resources of human communication as well as the way their usage is
socially regulated (van Leeuwen, 2005).
Kress and van Leeuwen (2001) describe multimodality as “the use of several
semiotic modes in the design of a semiotic product or event”. Communication thus
can be conceived as that process in which the product of one or more semiotic
modes is “articulated and interpreted” at the same time (Kress & van Leeuwen,
2001: 20).
MCDA combines the critical instruments, which once were applied to the study of
power relationships and ideology reproduction in linguistic dimensions of discourse,
with the toolkit provided by visual communication researches, such as Media and
Cultural Studies, Film Studies and Semiotics (Machin & Mayr, 2012). The initial aim
in MCDA was to investigate the very same issues CDA was addressing, by studying
choices of visual features in texts that merged verbal and visual messages, just as
critical discourse analysts would do with choices in language. By extension, we
could state that all the choices in any semiosis are suitable material for a critical
discursive investigation; hence, musical choices as well.
In fact, van Leeuwen (2005) defines discourses as “socially constructed
knowledges of some aspect of reality”, which we need as frameworks for producing
and expressing meanings. Discourses are communicated by means of different
material resources, which can be physiological or technical. Therefore, multimodality
is a constitutive feature of any discourse, as the author clearly points out:
We can communicate not only with our voice but also with
musical instruments; not only with facial expressions and
gestures but also through the clothes we wear and the way
we groom our bodies.
(van Leeuwen, 2005: 93)
Moreover, the existence of a particular discourse is not due to just one text, but
rather it arouses from the similarity between the representations that are provided
by different texts about the same aspect of reality (van Leeuwen, 2005). Thus, we
can affirm that discourses are always intertextually related to and dependent on
other discourses; hence the need for addressing the plurality of these phenomena.
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Discourses rely on coexistence, since they cannot contain infinite statements but
only a limited number of them, and they serve different interests, as they include
and exclude distinct aspects of reality. In musical discourse, for instance, the aspect
of time can serve a “non-human” signification when it is unmeasured and slow, or it
can signify a subversive attempt to gain control over time (with its modern social
connotations of lifetime, work time, etc.) when it “rebels against the clock”, as in
some sub-genres of rock music (van Leeuwen, 2012).
2.2. Discourses and Identities in Consumer Society
Consumption habits, supported by an ideological current that justifies and
emphasises them, represent one of the basic semiotic mode through which we
pursue self-definition in post-industrial contexts (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001). The
cultural paradigm of “lifestyle” is currently dominating semiotic practices in the public
domain of Western societies. It has already been organizing advertising discourses
for years and it is starting to dominate other social and political discourses (Kress &
van Leeuwen, 2001). By retrieving the Foucauldian conception of identities as
discursive constructions for the exercise of power, consumer researches, such as
Shankar et al. (2009), suggest that consumption in contemporary culture is a way of
maintaining and communicating one’s identity, since identities are conceived as
dynamic rather than fixed constructs, from the perspective of postmodernity. The
authors claim that individuals use symbolic meaning – the one expressed by brands,
leisure and lifestyle pursuit, for instance – to manifest and constantly negotiate their
ever-changing identity in relation to discursive representations of possible selves
(Shankar et al., 2009). Thus, the symbolic meanings we interact with depend on the
narratives of socialization we live in, that are those stories we are socialized into and
which define us in the context of our social system.
Other approximations from advertising studies (Abolhasani et al., 2017; Elliot &
Wattanasuwan, 1998) agree upon relating self-identity projects with brands’
discourses. According to Elliot and Wattanasuwan (1998), the available symbolic
resources for individuals to construct their selves can be either lived experiences,
such as everyday practical activities and face-to-face encounters, or mediated
experiences, i.e. consumption of media products. When applied specifically to
advertising discourse, this entails that meaning construction does not only occur
during the direct exposure to advertisements, but also through interpersonal
communication among consumers, which may result in the creation of new socially
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shared meanings. The diagram in Figure 2 summarizes the evolution of identity by
means of the dialectical interaction between social practises (discourses) and
signification.

Figure 2. Consumption and the symbolic project of the self (Elliot & Wattanasuwan, 1998).

In our case, we will draw a connection between musical discourse in advertising
and the social practice of purchasing a product by a specific fashion brand in a
determined social context, which is but another form of discourse on a different
semiotic level. In fact, we argue that both discourses aim to build and communicate
individuals’ self-identities in contemporary consumer society, in line with the cultural
ideology of “lifestyle” Kress and van Leeuwen (2001) detected a few years ago.
2.3. Persuasive Discourses: The Case of Advertising Discourse
Persuasive functions of language were first studied by ancient Greek philosophers
who were concerned about different kinds of public discourses taking place in the
polis. Since Aristotle’s Rhetoric, the systematic study of speeches has led to many
categorizations

of

persuasive

discourses.

The

original

Aristotelian

theory

distinguished three types of persuasive discourse – namely deliberative, forensic
and epideictic – that corresponded to different communicative situations, related to
political, judicial and ceremonial contexts, respectively. Modern studies focused
especially on rhetorical features of discourse in politics and in courts, which resulted
in the development of argumentation theories (fueled by the rise of positivism).
Thus, persuasion has been bound to logical and rational argumentation for a long
period of time, and even in recent studies on advertising discourse this viewpoint is
maintained (Rey, 2003).
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Although it is evident that advertising is a type of persuasive discourse, it is not a
direct consequence that such type of persuasive discourse should be necessarily
considered argumentative. In fact, post-modernist interpretations of rhetoric theories
(Fisher, 1987a) suggest that the actual structure subsuming all persuasive
discourses is narrative rather than argumentative. Not only do we constantly “tell
stories” about ourselves and our world, but also we see the world “as a set of stories
that must be chosen among” (Fisher, 1987a), being narration the dominant form of
human cognition and discursive expression in general. Furthermore, the immanence
of narration goes beyond cognition and language, since the adherence of individuals
to their own identities is but the coherent behaviour of narrative characters; in other
words, “coherence in life and in literature requires that characters behave
characteristically” (Fisher, 1987b). Needless to say that overall coherence and
truthfulness are socially considered as values and, as a result, they are more
persuasive than mere arguments according to Fisher (1987b).
As for advertising, the basic discursive structure of its texts is clearly narrative.
Print, radio and television ads, they all seek persuasion not by faithfully representing
reality, but by building a world of selected values through narrative discourse
(Imbert, 1990). Even when the discourse constructs fictional representations, the
characters and values it represents ultimately refer to real social actors and
practices (van Leeuwen, 2005), hence the effective persuasive effect of unrealistic
commercials, for instance.
For the purpose of our study, we will examine visual advertising texts, as well as
the specific musical texts therein, as forms of narration. The narrative persuasive
discourse about the distinct target groups that such texts construct is what interests
us particularly in this investigation.
2.4. Music as Discourse
The analysis of musical meanings has a long tradition in Musicology and Semiotics
studies. Although considering music as autonomous and abstract is still a tendency
in these fields (Tagg, 1987), we argue that the issue of musical meaning cannot be
addressed without envisioning music as a form of social interaction.
Drawing from the semiotic perspective on meaning definition, van Leeuwen
(1999) states that “sign producer and sign interpreter are involved in the same kind
of activity, making meaning, and use the same semiotic principles to do so”; hence
the justification for the existence of common inter-subjective interpretations of
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musical meanings, since “they offer ways of sharing subjectively experienced
meanings, means for dialogue, even if the experience itself remains subjective” (van
Leeuwen, 1999: 195). Studies from both academics’ and communication
professionals’ areas (Arning & Gordon, 2006; van Leeuwen, 2012) have confirmed
that specific musical signifiers (alterations, motifs, tempo, etc.) are consistently
related to certain socially shared signifieds (moods, attitudes, moral judgements,
etc.), so that the connection between the two is almost inevitable, at least in
Western culture.
Van Leeuwen (2012) introduces the critical analysis of music as discourse and
provides different examples of how music reproduces social meanings. Melody,
rhythm and timbre, as long as loudness and sound quality can all be considered
musical systems realizing social meanings and expressing values, identities and
ideologies (van Leeuwen, 2012: 327). Thus, studying musical discourse implies
outlining those signifiers in such discourse that can be unambiguously related to
meaning potentials in a given social context, as the association between pitch height
and age and gender1, for instance. Besides ideological meaning, this perspective
takes account of the possible “privatizations” of musical discourse, that are the
personal emotional states people associate with specific music features – e.g., the
fact that in Western culture the major mode is related to happiness while the minor
mode with sadness. Both social and “private” implications of musical discourse are
worth investigating in a thorough CDA of music. However, in order to achieve the
specific objective of this research, our analysis will be mainly focused on the social
meanings arisen by the musical soundtrack of audiovisual commercials.
2.5. Music in Audiovisual Advertising
Audiovisual advertising has frequently been an object of semiotic studies, since the
growing importance of television broadcasting first and then online video sharing in
the evolving media ecosystem. Drawing primarily from Cinema studies, early
semiotic analyses of contemporary audiovisual texts, such as music videos and
commercials, supported the predominance of image over sound in the process of
meaning construction (van Leeuwen, 1999). This viewpoint is backed by the fact
that sight has been considered generally a more reliable sense than hearing, so that
“seeing” as a synonym for “understanding” is a currently dominant preconception in
1

In Western culture, high-pitched voices are usually associated with femininity or childhood,
while low-pitched voices are exclusively related to adult men.
2
Discursive (or expressive) features of music are represented by characteristics of
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Western culture (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006). Nevertheless, we argue that
establishing such hierarchy is due to the lack of a multimodal contemplation of
discourse, leading to the underestimation of the mutual implication of music and
image in audiovisual texts. As Cook (1998) clearly explains, when studying
multimedia discourses we should overcome the biased idea of music as a
supplement to the meaning “already” provided by images and words, and take into
account that music is in fact a source of meaning in commercials.
While the role of musical discourse has already been approached in the analysis
of films and music videos (Cook, 1998; Wingstedt et al., 2010), soundtracks of
audiovisual advertisements are still a poorly explored object of study. Furthermore,
from the point of view of CDA, there seem to be a lack of investigations on
advertising discourse in particular. Hence, the need for a new research addressing
these issues.

3. OBJECTIVE
Our goal in this research is to propose and test a new methodology for the critical
study of music as discourse in audiovisual advertising texts. We will qualitatively
analyze how musical discourse constructs meaning about the ideal consumer that
the commercial is addressing, so as to persuade the latter.
Thus, the general objective is studying the socially shared meanings that musical
discourse reproduces by interacting with visual discourse in a specific genre of
audiovisual advertising, namely YouTube commercials of women’s and men’s
perfumes.
One is the specific objective we will comply with:
To analyze how musical discourse bears different social
meanings depending on the target group aimed by the
advertisement.
3.1. Research Questions
In order to achieve our objective, we will divide it into specific research questions
that will allow a gradual approximation to the issue. Our intent is to offer a
preliminary answer to such issue by analyzing a reduced sample. Thus, we are fully
aware that providing a thorough response would require a much more detailed list of
specific objectives.
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The first question concerns the communicative functions that music performs in
our corpus:
1. Which communicative functions does musical discourse tend
to perform in the two subcorpora?
The second question implies a comparison between the distinctive traits in the
music of each subcorpora:
2. What are the differences and similarities between the musical
discourses of the two subcorpora?
This last issue was split into two more explicit questions:
2.1. Are there common expressive features of music in men’s
and women’s perfume advertisements?
2.2. Which are the distinctive discursive features of music in the
female and the male subcorpus?
It should be noted that the adjectives “discursive” and “expressive” will henceforth
be used as synonyms to refer to the defining characteristics of musical discourse2.

4. THE CORPUS
The corpus we are analyzing was chosen as a representative sample of advertising
YouTube videos for fashion brands’ masculine and feminine perfumes launched
during last year.
There are two basic reasons for choosing the market segment of fashion
products as a basis to collect a meaningful corpus for the purpose of this study.
Firstly, products as perfumes and fashion items in general are strongly
associated with intimate features of one’s personality, since in contemporary
consumer society they become part of the defining traits of a person’s identity as
soon as they are purchased. Therefore, we believe that both musical soundtracks
and brands’ narratives in this market segment communicate similar values and
2

Discursive (or expressive) features of music are represented by characteristics of
instrumentation and voices, timbre, tone, time and dynamics (see chapter 5.2.2.).
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ideologies with the aim of invoking a particular identity in a precise social context, so
as to persuade the addressees.
Secondly, perfumes are among the few fashion products (if not the only ones)
that still are advertised for male and female targets separately. In fact, although
every product in this segment has its men’s and women’s line, nowadays it is more
common for brands to promote both lines in a single advertisement, as
demonstrated by apparel seasonal campaigns. Gender differentiation in perfume
advertising was thereby considered functional to achieve the specific objective of
our study, that is comparing the musical discourses corresponding to two different
target groups.
The collection of the corpus followed specific criteria that encompass several
constant and two variables. First and foremost, the typology of audiovisual text
under examination, the market segment and the type of product were fixed. Texts
had to be audiovisual advertisements with musical soundtrack, promoting a perfume
produced by a brand from the fashion segment. Second, the technical
characteristics concerned the spot typology, its duration and retrievability. A
commercial in order to be eligible had to belong to the typology of YouTube
advertising videos, to last 1 minute at most and to be located on the official
YouTube channel of the brand. We chose to analyze YouTube commercials
specifically because they are more easily retrievable on the web than TV spots.
Finally, the last constant is the period of publication, which encompasses only
the most recent commercials. In fact, we selected the analyzed texts among those
advertisements which were uploaded between March 2016 and March 2017, so as
to limit the sample to a manageable number of cases.
In relation to the variables, target’s gender was chosen as the primary parameter
of distinction. As a consequence, taking into account that fashion brands produce
and advertise few lines of perfumes within the time period of one year (as required
by our restriction), choosing spots from a single brand would have resulted in a
poorly representative corpus; hence the decision to consider brand as a second
variable parameter. It is worth mentioning that in some cases finding the
advertisements for men’s and women’s perfumes by the same brand was actually
possible. Nevertheless, since we wanted to compare first the texts belonging to the
same subcorpus and then to draw connections between the two subcorpora, brands
were to be considered as variables.
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The table that follows displays all the spots included in our corpus, which are
listed alphabetically and divided into “male” and “female” subcorpora.
MALE SUBCORPUS

FEMALE SUBCORPUS

Spot

Spot

Diesel - BAD

Lacôme - La Nuit Tresor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3nXBdLYa4c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9LtZm906wo

Dior - Sauvage

Dior - Miss Dior Absolutely Blooming

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohHxujH5HPY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zye4vOvD90k

Chanel - Allure Homme Sport Cologne

Chanel - nº5 L’Eau

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDngocYFBWA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLL38X683Qk

Hugo Boss - Hugo Men

Yves Saint Laurent - Black Opium

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKL-e_D0TrE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o3edKQUAUJg

Ralph Lauren - Polo Red Extreme

Ralph Lauren - Ralph Love

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjKCCqd6fEU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoR-BYum9YI

Figure 3. The analyzed corpus.

Making the choice of comparing how advertising discourse communicates
differently to male and female audiences is due to the thought-provoking
perspective that investigations on the representation of genders in advertising
discourse offer. Gender-roles reproduction in audiovisual commercials has been
largely studied from the fields of social sciences, psychology and CDA (Paek et al.,
2011; Romeu, 2005; Velandia-Morales & Rincón, 2014). Since our object of study is
still deeply marked by gender-related values and stereotypes, we believe that
approaching the study of musical discourse in advertising from this perspective
allows a profound reflexion on the role of music as a social practice.
As for the process of collection, It is necessary to note that the chosen texts are
the result of an arbitrary decision. The corpus could have included much more
advertisements that fulfilled the requirements, but due to the limitations of the
present research the total number of texts was set to ten, five per each subcorpus.
Therefore, we do not aim at drawing extended conclusions on musical discourse in
audiovisual advertising in general; still we mean to propose a representative sample
which might reveal relevant tendencies, even though on a smaller scale.
Before entering into a detailed explanation of the methodological approach that
we applied, it is worth presenting a brief overview on the type of narratives
constructed by each subcorpus. Men’s perfumes advertisements in our corpus
narrate a discourse on identity: the man is presented as a bold individual who seeks
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thrilling ways to define himself. The product is then conceived as a mean to differ
from other people, be original. Women’s perfumes spots in the corpus deal with
female identity as well, but by telling a completely different story: they highlight the
sensuality of the female protagonist who is almost always represented together with
a male partner. Thus, the product would allow her not to achieve an identity on her
own as individual, but rather to define her through a sentimental relationship with a
man.

5. METHODOLOGY
Focusing our MCDA on the social values used by advertising discourse to persuade
consumers bears its limitations. Critical discourse analysts should be aware that all
sort of communicative event is not fully explainable just by referring to cultural
elements, i.e. actitudes, values, social norms, etc.; in fact, the reasons behind
discursive phenomena have a lot more to do with situational circumstances than
shared social values, since discourses are strategic “practices” of self-presentation
rather than mere “expressions” of ideas (Criado, 2014). Bearing in mind such
consideration, we are fully aware that our approximation would require thorough
contextual explanantion for each analyzed discourse, in order to be considered
totally appropriate.
The qualitative methodological approach to the study of musical discourse in
audiovisual advertising that we are presenting in this paper is composed of three
basic phases, as displayed graphically in Figure 4. Before discussing every stage, it
is worth distinguishing the different levels of analysis encompassed by each one of
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them. First we will deal with the semiotics of images. Second we will analyze in
depth the semiotics of music so as to allow the identification of social connotations
reproduced through musical signifiers. Lastly, the results from the first two stages
will be used to argue the communicative functions performed by musical discourse.
Pursuing a MCDA of audiovisual texts implies considering both its visual and
sound qualities equally. However, due to the specific objective of this paper, we will
concentrate more on the particular features of musical discourse, although the
images-sound relationship will be discussed as well.
For the collection of qualitative data we developed an original data sheet which
was divided into four sections (see Appendix). The first table contains the
parameters for a preliminary semiotic analysis of the visuals in the commercials,
while the second table includes the parameters for the study of musical expression.
In the last two sections we will pen commentaries on the socio-semiotic meanings of
the analyzed soundtrack and the communicative functions it performs. Each part of
the data sheet and the corresponding stages of analysis will be described
separately in the sections below.
5.1. Visual Analysis
The semiotic analysis of the visuals is based on previous works studying persuasion
in audiovisual texts (Ruiz Collantes et al., 2015). First a brief synopsis of the spot is
noted on the data sheet, so as to capture the essential phases of the narration.
Then the most significant elements of the visual content and formal realization are
collected. Contents include staging features such as subjects, objects and settings
appearing in the ad, as well as the meaningful states displayed or actions performed
by the characters. Besides, these elements are interpreted as signs for possible
symbolic meanings and the commentaries are noted down in the figurative register
section, along with possible written texts that might be displayed in the video.
As for the formal realization of the visuals, our interest is focused on the type of
shots, the depth of field3, relevant camera movements and aspects of video editing.
In the plastic register box we will record expressive and metaphorical connotations
linked to characteristics of visual realization such as contrast, color, shape, structure
of visual field, space and movement. All these visual data are necessary for the
3

In cinematography the depth of field is the distance between the nearest and farthest
objects in a scene. It creates a blurring and sharping effect that is used to emphasize the
subject while de-emphasizing the background or vice versa.
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completion of the following steps in the analysis process, specifically the
identification of music’s communicative functions in each advertisement.
5.2. Music Analysis
Analysis of musical discourse will be divided into three main steps. First of all, we
will identify the typology of the advertising music and then observe the internal
discursive features specific of the musical text under examination. Finally, we will
determine the social meanings evoked by the musical signifiers previously outlined.
5.2.1. First Step: Typology Definition
The initial step of our
analysis

addresses

the

basic definition of the type
of advertising music found
in the texts. The typology
will be defined according
to the distinction provided
by Palencia-Lefler (2009),
which
Figure

is

summarized

5.

In

order

in

Figure 5. Advertising music: basic
typologies (Palencia-Lefler, 2009).

to

differentiate eight typologies, the author suggests two main coordinates: the
historical background of the piece of music (original or pre-existing) and the
presence or absence of lyrical language. In particular, this last distinction represents
a useful orientation for further analytical steps, since songs with lyrics might need a
linguistic study that instrumental music does not require, as we will explain later in
this chapter.
The vast majority of audiovisual advertisements tend to contain a musical
soundtrack belonging to just one basic typology. However, it is possible to
encounter cases in which the musical discourse is composed of two or more
typologies of advertising music appearing at different moments of the narration – a
cover version at the beginning and a jingle at the end, for instance.
5.2.2. Second Step: Analysis of Discursive Features and Social Meanings
The second step is the core of the analysis process. It involves two complementary
phases, that are the study of discursive features and social meanings of advertising
musical soundtracks. Separating discursive signifiers in the text from social
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significations in its context is but a stretch. Thus, talking about the expressive
characteristics inside the musical discourse inevitably lead to relate them with social
interpretations of such characteristics. Nevertheless, we attempted to approach the
two phases sequentially, overlapping them as little as possible, so as to provide a
clear and flowing analysis.
The description of all the expressive features that musical discourse realizes
implies an interdisciplinary approach to the musical text, combining musicological
knowledge and semiotic concepts. Furthermore, depending on the soundtrack
typology, the definition of musical semiotic expressions might be followed by a
linguistic study of the lyrics. Previous studies (Fornäs, 2003) have claimed the
unique communicative power of verbal language in music, as well as the persuasive
ends lyrics can serve in advertising discourse (Chou, 2010; Henard, 2014). Hence
an in-depth linguistic study of the lyrics would offer much food for thought.
Nonetheless, for the purpose of this study, such linguistic analysis is limited to an
examination of only those lexical and grammatical choices which connotes
particularly relevant meanings, in relation to the visual narration of the commercial
and the social context in which the discourse is collocated.
In relation to musical semiosis, Tagg’s (2013) extensive work is the basis on
which we designed the data sheet for the analysis of musical discursive features
(see Appendix). Drawing from his study on parameters of musical expression, we
will address the most fundamental forms for the production of meaning in the
soundtrack. The data sheet divides these parameters into the following six
musicological concepts: Instrumentation and Voices, Timbre, Tone, Time, Dynamics
and Lyrics and Spoken Language.
In the first box of the data sheet (Instrumentation and Voices), we will collect
information about the number and type of musical instruments and vocal parts that
can be heard in the soundtrack; in general, both instruments and vocals will be
referred to as voices, according to musical terminology. The hierarchical
organization (synchronic structures) of the audible voices in the soundtrack will be
observed as well. Each song will be categorized according to one of the six basic
types of synchronic structures (see Figure 6). Finally, the structure of the whole
soundtrack (diachronic structure) will be noted down so as to identify all the different
song sections appearing – e.g. a typical pop tune is composed of an intro, a verse, a
chorus and a conclusion.
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Figure 6. Organization of voices: typologies, definitions and examples
(Tagg, 2013).

The Timbre section will include data on the denotative and connotative
realizations of vocal and instrumental timbres. These are the distinctive acoustic
features, specific to each type of musical instrument, that make notes sound
differently when played by different instruments or sung by different people: we can
recognize an adult singer from a child just by listening to his or her voice singing.
Timbres can function anaphonically, i.e. as iconic semiotic connections with human
sensations that exist outside the musical discourse, or synecdochally as indexes of
a specific music genre related to a particular socio-cultural context (Tagg, 2013).
Both vocal and instrumental timbres can work as anaphones and genre
synecdoches4 at the same time.
In the third data section (Tone) we will gather information regarding melodical
features of the song. We will observe the pitch range, that is the register of all notes
used in the song, from the lowest to the highest tone. Then the tonal vocabulary and
the harmonic parameters will include information concerning the mode5, possible
scale alterations and the type of tonality, namely the fundamental note giving the
name to the scale. Lastly, we will determine the melodic contour, that is the outline

4

In Tagg (2013) an anaphone (neol.) is a “musical sign type” that relies on the existence of cognitive
models for the formation of meaningful musical sounds; a roll on timpani drum resembling the sound of
a thunder is an example of anaphone. On the other hand, the famous violin screech from Hitchcock’s
Psycho can be considered a genre synecdoche, since it will almost automatically remind us the genre
of “horror movie soundtrack”, regardless of the context in which we hear it.
5
Mode in Western music tradition refers to a type of scale characterized by particular intervals. The
most common modes are heptatonic, i.e. composed of seven tones. They are the Aeolian, the Locrian,
the Ionian, the Dorian, the Phrygian, the Lydian and the Mixolydian mode (Tagg, 2013).
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drawn by the succession of notes (e.g. rising or falling), and possible tonic
accentuations.
The fourth section (Time) includes timing characteristics such as global duration
of the soundtrack, internal duration of each song section and periodicity, which can
be either regular or irregular6. Besides, we will also report speed features as tempo,
i.e. the rate of beats per minute, and the surface rate, namely the average number
of notes per minute. Other relevant elements are the rhythmic texture, either
uniform (homorhythm) or variable (polyrhythm) and the metre, which can be simple
! ! !

(when each beat can be subdivided into two parts: , , , etc.) or compound (when
! ! !

!

!"

!

!

each beat divides into three: ,

,

!"
!

, etc.). The rhythmic structure of musical

discourse might be accentuated as well, by modifying the natural duration of notes
and silences (agogic accent) or by placing stresses where they wouldn’t normally
occur, that is usually on the first beat of each bar (metric accent).
In the Dynamics box will take account for volume variations during the piece of
music as a whole and in between sections, voices or motifs. Dynamic accentuations
will also be recorded, so as to identify significant loudness changes, which might
provoke expressive or symbolic meanings.
Finally, in the last part of the data sheet (Lyrics and Spoken Language) we will
transcribe any verbal message in the soundtrack, whether it is sung by the vocalist
or spoken by the actors/actresses or a voice-over.
Once the study of all the musical discursive features is completed, the data will
be used as a starting point for the recognition of social meanings realized by such
musical discourse. The links connecting musical signifiers, which can be found at
any discursive level (voices, timbre, tone, time, dynamics and lyrics), to social
signifieds will be established by relying on van Leeuwen’s (2012) introductory work
on the critical analysis of musical discourse.
5.3. Music’s Communicative Functions
The last methodological step addresses the interaction between visual and audio
narratives in the text under examination, since music’s communicative functions will
be determined.

6

When the musical phrases are uniform and constant, as in electronic dance music for
instance, they produce a sense of regular periodicity. When the motifs and phrases have
variable rhythmic patterns instead, e.g. in country music, the periodicity is said to be
irregular.
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After an accurate literature review, we have summarized all the possible
functions that advertising musical discourse can perform in audiovisual texts by
compounding contributions from studies on advertising music (Huron, 1989) and on
music in audiovisual narratives more generally (Wingstedt et al., 2010). Much of the
categories proposed by the mentioned authors were found to be equivalent, hence
the selection from us. Moreover, we believe that the seven basic music’s
communicative functions we synthesized from previous works can be organized into
two subgroup (see Figure 7). On the one hand, some functions are related to the
expressive level of musical discourse, meaning that they are performed when the
discursive features of music operate as emotional, entertaining or structural marks.
On the other hand, other functions depend more on symbolic meanings of musical
discourse. Thus, the combination of a specific kind of music with a particular visual
narrative triggers a more sophisticated cognitive process in the mind of the recipient.

S Y M B O L I C

EXPRESSIVE

Definition

Example

Emotive function: the music communicates emotive
qualities, which can be directly experienced by the
audience or simply identified through representation.

a violin screech in an horror
film.

Entertainment function: the music engages the
attention of the audience by means of its aesthetical
characteristics.

a pop song with a very catchy
melody.

Structural function: the music articulates the rhythm of
the visual narration.

a fast-paced rock song in a car
commercial with frenetic
sequences.

Informative function: the music expresses information
on a cognitive rather than on an emotional level, by
denoting certain cultural and historical settings, for
instance.

traditional Asian music in a spot
with an oriental setting.

Narrative function: the music narrates a story about or
related to what we see in the visuals, through semiotic
modes and/or lyrics.

a pop tune with sentimental
lyrics during a romantic kissing
scene.

Rhetorical function: the music comments on the
visuals, either by contrasting with them, or by
legitimizing them through the socio-cultural values it
evokes.

a composition by Mozart as
soundtrack for an ad of luxury
jewellry.

Targeting function: the music functions as an
identifying symbol for a specific group of people in a
particular social context.

a hip hop song in a commercial
of urban style apparel for young
people.

Figure 7. Music’s communicative functions: definitions and examples.

When approaching the issue of communicative functions – the plural is no
coincidence – it should be bore in mind that normally advertising music performs
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various functions at the same time. It is common for one or just some of them to
surface and be explicitly evident at first glance. However, there are usually more
functions operating than those which are most obvious; they simply work at different
and less foreground levels.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we will present a summary of the data resulting from the analysis of
our corpus. Firstly, the results will be introduced separately with the focus on the two
independent subcorpora. Lastly, a detailed discussion on the similarities and
differences between the music discursive features of the two samples will be carried
out.
6.1. Female Subcorpus
In the female subcorpus there is a nearly complete homogeneity with regard to the
typology of advertising music used in the different texts. There are just two cases of
incidental music, one is the soundtrack in the Chanel advertisement, while the other
is the initial part of the Lacôme soundtrack. As for the rest of the sample, including
the main song in the spot by Lacôme, all the soundtracks are adapted versions of
original recordings with lyrics. Another interesting detail is that the majority of these
original recordings were published very recently, except for “Piece of My Heart”
(Dior).
The most recurrent expressive features of musical discourse in the subcorpus
are related to the timbre. In fact, all five samples are characterized by timbral
elements that are associated with particular musical instruments or human voices
and bear relevant meanings. The music in the Lacôme ad, for instance, is marked
by a clear timbral opposition between classical instruments in the incidental music at
the beginning and electronic instruments in the original recording (“Ivory” by
Movement), which semiotically evokes a temporal opposition between past and
present. In the Dior commercial the timbral peculiarities of the female singer’s voice
– roughness, tenseness and intensity – function as an audible realization of the
linguistic meaning of the lyrics (“I’m gonna show you baby that a woman can be
tough”), which is also directly connected to the meaning of the visual narration.
Another example of meaningful timbral properties can be found in the Ralph Lauren
ad, in which both the vocal and the instrumental sound qualities activate a genre
synecdoche for 1960s Californian “surf music” tradition, thus signifying the temporal
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and spatial setting of the visual discourse (the summer, the beach, etc.). Lastly, the
use of percussions in the Yves Saint Laurent commercial is but another example of
genre synecdoche produced by the timbre of a specific instrument, which in this
case results functional for realizing the literal meaning of the word “jungle” in the
lyrics by establishing a connection to tribal music.
In relation to other remarkable expressive features in this subcorpus, musical
time properties, as well as lyrics and the organization of voices were all found to be
significant in more than one case. Both in Lacôme and Chanel commercial there is a
contrast between free irregular tempo and metronomic regular time 7 in musical
discourse. These two cases exemplify how opposite rhythmic structures can be
used both to communicate symbolic meanings (Lacôme) and to signify a change in
the narrative progression of the visuals (Chanel).
In three out of four original recordings (Lacôme, Dior and Yves Saint Laurent) the
lyrics play an active role in the building of meaning along with the instrumental part
of musical discourse and the images. In such cases the voice singing the lyrics can
be identified with the female protagonist of the video. Although this identification
seems very intuitive when the lead singer is a woman (Dior and Yves Saint
Laurent), the presence of a verbal message uttered by the protagonist (Lacôme and
Dior), or the absence of any additional spoken message (Yves Saint Laurent) helps
us determine person deixis by associating the first person pronoun in the lyrics with
the subject of the visual action.
The organization of voices appears uniform. The most frequent type of
arrangement is homophony, with the lead vocals providing the main melody while
the instruments are accompanying. However, there is also one case of alternative
polyphonic structure – namely counterpoint, in the chorus of the Ralph Lauren
advertisement song – and one case of monophony represented by the solo cello
intro in the Lacôme commercial.
The socio-semiotic meanings that distinct musical discourses realize in the
female subcorpus share the common theme of “interactions between individuals”. In
fact, despite the seeming difference among the social meanings derived from the
discursive features of every soundtrack, we can divide them by semantic affinity.
Some commercials (Lacôme and Ralph Lauren) reproduce different types of
social interaction. In the Lacôme spot, interactions taking place in private and in
7

Following a metronomic time or tempo means keeping the exact rhythm of the metronome,
as opposed to following a free tempo, which means anticipating and delaying beats.
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public contexts are symbolically referred to by using free tempo, which is associated
with freedom hence privacy, and metronomic tempo, which communicates
adherence to norms instead, that is what one should show in public (van Leeuwen,
2012). The soundtrack of the Ralph Lauren spot reproduces two opposite types of
social interaction as well: a concordant interaction, characterized by the agreement
in harmonic and rhythmic outline (homophony), and a conflicting interaction,
signified by counterpoint hence disagreement in rhythm and melody between
voices.
In the Dior commercial musical discourse reproduces an affirmation of power.
The melody-accompaniment structure with a female lead vocalist supported by a
male choir communicates both social participation and especially a gender-related
power relationship that overturns the dominant hierarchy in modern Western
society. Such signification is specifically consistent with the visual narration of this
advertisement. The Yves Saint Laurent spot is the only case in which social
meanings of musical discourse appear difficult to identify unambiguously.
Nevertheless, we could interpret the tonic accentuation performed by the female
lead singer at the beginning of the chorus as a socio-semiotic sign for an affirmation
of power, given that the vocal effort is typically conceived as a proof of virtue and
strength in modern society (van Leeuwen, 2012).
The musical discourse of the Chanel ad realizes a social meaning that can be
related to the effects of interactions rather than their typology or the power
relationships. In fact, the soundtrack communicates the possibility of blending polar
opposites together, as sounds belonging to the tradition of classical music and those
of modern electronic music; hence, the musical discourse represents this union as
the result of a successful integration process.
As far as music’s communicative functions are concerned, the subcorpus offers
occurrences of every typology previously defined in the Methodology chapter.
Structural function and narrative function are performed by advertising music with
the highest frequency (three cases out of five), followed by informative, rhetorical
and targeting function (two occurrences each). Besides, the musical discourse of
the female subcorpus seems to perform the entertainment function and the emotive
function less frequently, with just one occurrence in the Chanel and the Ralph
Lauren commercial respectively. In relation to the most recurrent functions –
structural and narrative – it is worth noticing that in two cases out of three (Lacôme
and Dior) they appear to be performed simultaneously, since the soundtracks both
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structure the progression of the audiovisual narration by marking visual changes
with changes between song sections, and narrate through their lyrics actions and
feelings that the visual text reiterates.
In conclusion, the social meanings that are semiotically reproduced by musical
discourse in the female subcorpus have a relatively high relevance to the visual
narratives of the commercials. Thus, in every analyzed case the symbolic
connotations rather than the expressive significations of musical elements tend to fit
with the images in the audiovisual text, regardless of the main theme in the visual
narration – a story of conservation (Lacôme), liberation (Dior), integrity (Chanel) or
empowerment (Yves Saint Laurent). Furthermore, the data suggest that music with
lyrics is preferred to instrumental music because of the meaning-construction
potential provided by verbal language, since the overall literal meaning of all the
lyrics in the subcorpus was found to be highly consistent with the visual narration it
verbalizes, hence with the persuasive message of the advertising discourse under
consideration. Moreover, the analyzed lyrics share significant linguistic traits. They
all enact a sort of dialogue between an “I” and a “you”, given the high density of first
and second person subject, object and possessive pronouns, as well as the
presence of some imperative forms. In relation to common semantic patterns, the
lexicon often refers to parts of the human body (heart, head), places (home, jungle)
and the sense of sight (see, show, dreaming).
6.2. Male Subcorpus
The male subcorpus shows a balanced duality in the typology of advertising music.
In three out of five commercials (Diesel, Hugo Boss and Ralph Lauren) the
soundtrack is an adapted version of an original recording without lyrics, while in the
remaining two (Dior, Chanel) the music is incidental instead.
In relation to the expressive features of musical discourse, the most frequent
distinctive elements of this subcorpus belong to timbral characteristics. The original
recording in the Diesel ad activates a synecdoche for the music genre of Western
movies soundtracks. The timbral features of the main voice, which is represented by
a synthesizer that resembles the sound qualities of a trumpet, as well as those of
the electric guitar accompanying it, generate the association with such music genre.
As a consequence, the stereotypical cultural values that are normally represented
by the male protagonists of Western movies, in particular masculinity and virility, are
semiotically evoked by this musical discourse. Timbral characteristics of the Dior
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soundtrack are also determining in signifying the audiovisual text. In fact, there is an
opposition between the sound of a distorted electric guitar at the beginning of the
commercial, which plays a typical blues motif, and that of notes played with a slide8
on an acoustic guitar during the main song section. Though both are typical of
American blues music, they bear opposite cultural connotations: the distorted
electric sound belongs to an urban context, while the acoustic sound is related to
the rural blues tradition; these opposite significations perfectly combines with the
visual narration, which is set first in a metropolitan environment and then in a desert
location. Finally, in the Hugo Boss commercial the timbre of the synthesizers in the
soundtrack is working as a genre synecdoche for contemporary rock and electronic
dance music, both functional for appealing a young male target group in
contemporary Western society.
As for another remarkable expressive feature in this subcorpus, rhythmic features
are remarkable in two out of five advertisements (Chanel and Ralph Lauren).
Musical discourse in the Chanel spot is characterized by an apparently accelerating
time structure. At the beginning, the solo voice – a synthesizer bass sound – plays
full 1/1 notes at a quite fast tempo (around 135 bpm), while in accordance with the
acceleration in the visual sequences the notes reduce their length to 1/16 without
changing the tempo. This raise in the surface rate produce an accelerated repetitive
beat that communicates a state of emotional excitement, as opposed to the initial
slow pace. Such signification is due to the semiotic parallelism existing between
music pulse and human heart beat – the faster the rhythm, the more physical and
psychological active the body. In the ad by Ralph Lauren we found a significant
rhythmic variation that splits musical discourse in two sections. While the first part is
characterized by a regular and repetitive pattern with all the voices stressing the
downbeat, the second one is built on a slower tempo and shows a more complex
rhythmic structure, since the guitars and the drums both accentuate the upbeats9.
These two different timing arrangements correspond to the two narrative phases of
the visuals: the initial sequence showing the protagonists in a preparation process
and the main sequence, performing stunts.

8

A slide is a glass or steel cylinder the size of a finger that is placed on the guitarist’s left
hand. It enables sliding on the guitar strings to create smooth transitions between notes
(glissando, in music terminology).
9
The four beats of a 4/4 rhythm (“one-two-three-four”) are usually divided into downbeats
(“one-two-three-four”) and upbeats (“one-two-three-four”). This nomenclature is useful in
order to determine metric accentuation.
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Socio-semiotic meanings we detected in the majority of musical discourses in this
subcorpus are ascribable to the theme of individuality as a cultural value. In fact,
three soundtracks out of five (Diesel, Dior and Chanel) recreates a social
organization centered on individuals rather than collectivities. The remaining two
ads (Hugo Boss, Ralph Lauren) appears not to explicitly realizing any social
meaning in particular.
In the Diesel spot the “individualist” signification is realized through volume
differentiation between voices. The main voice (lead synthesizer), which is the one
that plays the main melody, is louder than the instruments accompanying it; as a
consequence, this dynamic difference recreates an audible hierarchical structure.
The Dior ad reproduces such individualism by means of both the organization of
voices at the beginning of the narration (solo voice, the electric distorted guitar) and
through a free varying rhythmic structure, which signifies independence from social
norms (van Leeuwen, 2012). The last example (Chanel) reproduces individualism
through the organization of voices as well. In fact, the song has a solo synchronic
structure in which there is only one instrument (synthesizer) playing, thus the
semiotically evoked social meaning is that of a solitary and independent individual’s
voice.
The communicative functions performed by musical discourses in this subcorpus
belong to almost all the proposed typologies, with the exception of rhetorical
function, which is not represented by any occurrence in this sample. As in the
female subcorpus, structural function is performed most frequently (four cases out of
five). However, unlike the previous subcorpus, there exists a marked distance in the
number of occurrences between the most recurrent function (structural) and the
rest. Examples of targeting functions were found in the Hugo Boss and the Ralph
Lauren commercials, while the remaining functions – i.e. emotive, entertainment,
informative and narrative – seem to be performed just once per each case.
In conclusion, the data suggest that music in the male subcorpus tends to be
used for its expressive features rather than its symbolic values in order to cooperate
with the images in the pursue of persuasion. On the one hand, what is common in
almost every text of the sample (except for the Ralph Lauren commercial) is the
core persuasive message of the visual discourse, that is the centrality of the male
individual as a powerful social actor who is constantly challenging its limits. On the
other hand, although musical discourse in some cases does bear socio-semiotic
significations that seem to cooperate with the images in the reproduction of specific
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cultural values, as we explained in this section, the significations generated by
music

(primarily

genre

synecdoches)

apparently

function

as

aesthetic

characterizations of the visual narration. Besides, it is also fundamental to notice
that none of the songs in the sample has lyrics and the only vehicle for verbal
messages is the voice of the male protagonist, who speaks as if he was holding a
monologue (Diesel, Dior) or a dialogue with the spectator (Hugo Boss).
6.3. Comparison
There are various common tendencies in the musical discourse of the two
subcorpora. First of all, both the female and male subcorpus show a dominant
presence of electronic instrumentation, which can be explained by considering that
almost every song in the corpus is a recent production belonging to Western popular
music sub-genres. As for the organization of voices the most frequent polyphonic
structure is by far homophony in both cases; in addition, in both samples there is
one example of counterpoint, which represents the only different polyphonic
structure found in the sample, and three cases of monophony (one in the female
and two in the male subcorpus). The timbral qualities are the most significant
expressive features in the corpus, as we highlighted in the previous sections. In
particular, genre synecdoches produced by vocal and instrumental sound qualities
were found to be relevant for the construction of meaning in most texts. In relation to
tonal properties, the majority of the soundtracks tends to follow a “centric” melodic
contour without any accent or no more than one per case. Another similarity
between the subcorpora is the regularity in the time structure and the relatively
frequent rhythmic accentuation found in different songs. Besides, volume stresses
are also recurrent in the dynamics of musical discourses in general.
The main divergence between the musical discourse of female and male
advertising concerns the use of music containing lyrics as opposed to using
instrumental songs. Music selected for female advertising shows a predominance of
original recording with lyrics, while in male advertising lyrics are completely absent.
Such discrepancy appears to be counterbalanced by the presence of spoken
language in all the commercials of the male subcorpus; in the female sample
spoken messages are less frequent and generally not essential for the
understanding of the audiovisual discourse instead. Another dissimilarity is found in
the timbral qualities: musical discourse in the male subcorpus shows a more
frequent occurrence of anaphones, evoked by instrumental sound peculiarities; such
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contrast in particular would need a wider study in order to be considered relevant.
As for the tone, the only gap is in the types of mode: the female subcorpus presents
a balanced occurrence of both Dorian and Mixolydian modes, while in the male
subcorpus Dorian mode is the most frequent. Such difference should be considered
noteworthy, although it is not necessarily significant; in fact, taking account of the
dominant presence of Western pop music in the corpus, finding out that Dorian tonal
vocabulary is the most used along with Mixolydian mode is not surprising.
Homogeneity and heterogeneity with regard to tempo rates set another divergence
between the two samples. Tempos in the female musical discourse are uniformly
divided into slower (around 80bpm) and faster (around 120bpm) songs, as opposed
to the male subcorpus in which beat rates do not seem to follow any common
tendency. Lastly, the dynamics is also a factor of contrast in the corpus, since
soundtracks in female commercials tend to be characterized by volume
differentiation between song sections – e.g. between verse and chorus, the latter
being louder – and between voices, while in the male sample songs generally show
uniform loudness.

7. CONCLUSION
What this work firstly points out is that a multidisciplinary examination of musical
soundtracks is necessary in order to answer more precisely to the definition of social
meanings of music in audiovisual advertising. Moreover, our analysis prove that
music can serve the brand narrative and sometimes it actually participates in the
process of persuading consumers by means of its semiotic modes. In fact, although
we found cases in which music communicated a conflicting interaction while images
displayed a symbiotic sentimental interaction (see the Ralph Lauren commercial in
the female subcorpus), texts as the one by Dior in the female subcorpus are
examples of perfect matching between socio-semiotic meanings reproduced by
music and the brand’s discourse narrated in the audiovisual text.
Results indicate that the tendency in YouTube commercials of women’s and
men’s perfumes is to use exclusively original recordings or incidental music as
soundtracks. However, it is difficult to unambiguously interpret such trend. In fact,
the absence of any other typology of advertising music in our corpus (e.g. jingleadsong or cover version) could only be explained by analyzing a more extended
number of commercials for fashion products or comparing them with different
market segments.
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In relation to the first research question, which addresses the tendencies in the
communicative functions performed by musical discourse, the corpus revealed a
quite clear divergence between female and male advertising. Music in women’s
commercials performs expressive as well as symbolic functions homogeneously,
while the functions performed by the soundtracks in the male subcorpus are
primarily expressive. This difference might demonstrate that advertising discourse
for men needs less endorsement by musical symbolic meanings than advertising for
women.
As for similarities linking the musical discourses in our corpus, the frequent use of
homophonic music characterized by tonal and rhythmic uniformity could signify that
standard is preferred to atypicality in choosing musical soundtracks for YouTube
commercials of perfumes. Furthermore, the relatively frequent occurrence of
significant genre synecdoches implies that the intertextual connections activated by
musical discourse is often considered a positive value, which might serve
communicative functions and persuasive means of the audiovisual text.
The most interesting result is by far the main difference between male and
female musical discourse in our corpus, i.e. the presence versus the absence of
lyrics. In the music for women’s advertising lyrics actually voice the female
protagonist of the video, thus substituting spoken messages, which were rare and
not necessarily meaningful in such subcorpus. The musical discourse in male
perfumes advertising lacks any lyrics instead, so that all verbal message is
exclusively voiced by the male protagonist. This contrast could be explained by
providing a broader gender-related reflection. Our results show that explicitly giving
a voice to female characters in the audiovisual narration is not considered
necessary by advertisers for the purpose of effective persuasion; hence they are
more likely to let music speak for women. As for men’s advertising discourse in the
perfume segment, the norm is to make the voice of the male protagonist verbalize
directly the brand’s narrative, thus implying no need for musical discourse to contain
lyrics. If we add to this remarkable difference the fact that musical discourse in
female subcorpus was found to be relatively more standard, in terms of rhythmic
rates and dynamic structure, we can strengthen the hypothesis that advertising
discourse in perfumes commercials for women signifies a greater need for cultural
endorsement than male advertisements, which might be provided by the
prototypicality of the popular music styles used in the soundtracks.
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In conclusion, it is evident that this work is but a limited example of what could be
a future study in this field. We would like it to represent a starting point for further
investigation. Some possible lines of improvement might be carrying a study on a
wider corpus of YouTube commercials for women’s and men’s perfumes, or
changing the variables and constants we have considered. Studying the advertising
discourse of a single brand during a longer period of time, as well as focusing on
other target differentiation such as age or nationality would certainly offer
complementary

observations

which

could

help

critical

discourse

analysts

understand more about the social practice of using musical discourse in advertising
persuasion.
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9. APPENDIX
Visual and Music Analysis Data Sheet Template
1. SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TEXT

Synopsis

subjects

objects

settings

actions/states

Staging

C
O
N
T
E
N
T

Figurative
Register

framings - depth of field

movements

editing

Audiovisual
Realization

F
O
R
M
Plastic
Register
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2.1. MUSIC ANALYSIS
TYPOLOGY  
  
Original  Music  
Pre-‐‑existing  Music  
             Jingle-‐‑Brand  
             Cover  Version  
             Jingle-‐‑AdSong  
             Free  Cover  Version  
             Musical  Logo  
             Original  Recording  
             Incidental  Music  
             Music  from  Libraries  
  
PARAMETERS  OF  MUSICAL  EXPRESSION  
1.  Instrumentation  and  voices  
  
number  
  
  
type  

  

organization  

synchronic  structure  
          -‐‑  solo  
          -‐‑  monophony  
                             unison  
          -‐‑  polyphony  
                             heterophony  
                             homophony    
                             counterpoint    
                             antiphony    
  
diachronic  structure  

  
2.  Timbre  
  
vocal    

instrumental    
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anaphones  
  
  
genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
  
anaphones  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

commentaries  
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genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
3.  Tone  
  
pitch  range  

  
  
  
  

average  

scale  

  
  
  
  
  

alterations  

  

type  of  tonality  

  
  

for  each  voice  
tonal  vocabulary  (mode)  

harmonic  parameters  
melodic  contour  

tonic  accentuation  

  no  

  

    yes,  when:  

  

  
4.  Time  
  
duration  

global    

    

internal    

  

periodicity  
speed  

rhythmic  texture  

  regular  
  irregular  

tempo  (bpm)  

  

surface  rate  (npm)  

  

  homorhythm    
  polyrhythm  

metre  

  simple    
  compound  
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accentuation  

  no  

    yes  
  agogic    
  metric  

  
5.  Dynamics  
  
loudness  

dynamic  accentuation  

overall  

  

between  sections  

  

between  voices  

  

between  motifs  

  

  no  

    yes,  when:  
  
  
  
  

(6.  Lyrics  &  Spoken  Language)  
  
  

2.2. SOCIAL SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS

3. MUSIC’S COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS
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Diesel - BAD
1. SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TEXT

Synopsis

A young man and a young woman about to kiss each other, he stops. While he tells her how he
will behave, we see the images of him driving his car backwards very fast, him at a boxing event
cheering and him driving a motorbike. At the end, they kiss each other.

subjects

Staging

C

- male character
- female character
- boxers
- protagoinst’s
friends

objects
- car
- motorbike

setting
- night time
- highway
- boxing event

action/state
- trying to kiss
- talk
- driving
- cheer
- kiss

O
N
T
E
N
T

Figurative
Register

- woman’s facial expressions: surprise, doubt, excitement (car), complicity
- actions: the agent of all actions is always the man, the woman is just a spectator
- voice: male character is the only one to speak
- kiss: is the climax of the action, the “expected” moment in the narration (coincide with
the music climax, end of crescendo).

framing - depth of field

movement

editing

- zoom in: final kiss

narrative editing:
constant rhythm

Audiovisual
Realization

- close-ups: the man
speaking, the protagonists
kissing
- depth: two protagonists on
focus, the setting blurs

Plastic
Register

light: dark background, bright lit protagonists’ faces
color: dark tonalities à seriousness, elegance
structure of visual field: man and woman face to face, always at the center
space: open
intertextual link: romantic movie à the confession before the kiss

two narrative lines:
- protagonist talking
- flashforwards

F
O
R
M
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adapted version of O Soundtrack My
Heart, by PVT (Pivot) (2008)

2.1. MUSIC ANALYSIS

TYPOLOGY  
  
Original  Music  
Pre-‐‑existing  Music  
             Jingle-‐‑Brand  
             Cover  Version  
             Jingle-‐‑AdSong  
             Free  Cover  Version  
          X  Original  Recording  
             Musical  Logo  
             Music  from  Libraries  
             Incidental  Music  
  
PARAMETERS  OF  MUSICAL  EXPRESSION  
1.  Instrumentation  and  voices  
  
number  
5  
  
type  

lead  synth,  bass  synth,  rhythmic  electic  guitar,  solo  electric  
guitar,  drums  

organization  

synchronic  structure  
          -‐‑  solo  
          -‐‑  monophony  
                             unison  
          -‐‑  polyphony  

commentaries  
  
lead  synth  =  melody  
other  instruments  =  
accompaniment  

                             heterophony  
                        X    homophony    
                             counterpoint    
                             antiphony    
  
diachronic  structure  
  
intro,  main  part,  crescendo,  
decrescendo  
  
2.  Timbre  
  
vocal    

instrumental    
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anaphones  
  
  
genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
  
anaphones  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
lead  synth:  
sharp,  high  pitched  and  loud  sound    
à  resembles  a  trumpet  sound  
guitar:  ambient,  natural  sound  
à  oscillating  and  repetitive  effect  
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genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
3.  Tone  
  
pitch  range  

musical  soundtrack  from  Western  movies  
  
  
  

average  

scale  

high  
  
lead  synth:  contralto  
  
  
Dorian  

alterations  

/  

type  of  tonality  

D  
  

for  each  voice  

tonal  vocabulary  (mode)  

harmonic  parameters  
melodic  contour  

tonic  accentuation  

  no  
  
  
  
  

  
4.  Time  
  
duration  

global    

  00:30  

internal    

tempo  (bpm)  

intro      00-‐‑04                      crescendo  20-‐‑26  
main  part    05-‐‑19      decrescendo  27-‐‑30  
X  regular  (almost)  
  irregular  
≈74  

surface  rate  (npm)  

≈36  

periodicity  
speed  

rhythmic  texture  

  

X    yes,  when:  
lead  synth  in  the  climax  

X  homorhythm    
  polyrhythm  

metre  

X  simple    
  compound  
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accentuation  

X  no  

    yes  
  agogic    
  metric  

  
5.  Dynamics  
  
loudness  

dynamic  accentuation  

overall  

middle  volume  

between  sections  

crescendo  louder  

between  voices  

lead  synth  louder  than  the  rest  

between  motifs  

/  

  no  

X    yes,  when:  climax  at  the  end  of  
the  crescendo  part.  
  
  
  
  

(6.  Lyrics  &  Spoken  Language)  
  
no  lyrics  
  
“I  will  make  your  heart  beat.  Sometimes  break.  
I  will  love  you  everyday,  but  I  won’t  be  here  everyday.  
You’ll  never  know  where  I  live,  where  I  stay.  
I’ll  be  no  angel.  Now  you  know.”  
“Diesel  bad.  The  new  fragrance  for  men.”  

2.2. SOCIAL SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS

- the most relevant expressive feature: “Western movies soundtrack sound”
synecdoche à connection to stereotypical cultural values of masculinity, virility
- socio-semiotic meanings: lead synth voice is louder than the rest
à metaphor for a dominant individual standing out, being more powerful/important
à loud volume in voice is related to public context while soft volume to private (van
Leeuwen)
3. MUSIC’S COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS
- narrative function
- structural
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Dior - Sauvage
1. SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TEXT

Synopsis

A man in his car alone driving out the city at night, he ends in a desert highway and goes off the
road. He stops, takes a shovel from the trunk and starts digging in the sand. He burries his
necklace and bracelets then stands up and looks at the changing sky.

subjects
- male character
Staging

C
O

objects

setting

- car
- guitar
- shovel
- necklace,
bracelets
- desert animals:
wolf, buffalo, eagle

action/state

- city
- highway
- desert

- playing guitar
- driving out the city
- going off the road
- digging
- burying the jewelry

N
T
E
N
T

Figurative
Register

- animals: wildness, independence à wolf and buffalo are animals that live in pack, here
they are represented alone.
- going off road:
- digging: metaphor for searching, looking for one’s real self
- burying jewelry: leaving material possessions, revalue more spiritual elements of life.

framing - depth of field
- mostly medium shots

Audiovisual
Realization

- “what am I looking for?”:
extreme long shot on the
desert, barely we can spot
the protagonist

movement
almost always the camera
is still

editing
narrative editing:
constant rhythm
first shot: the wolf in the
desert (flashforward)

F
O
R
M
Plastic
Register

light: night time, artificial light (city) VS natural daylight (the desert)
color: black dress, black car VS white sand
structure: always a central element (protagonist, animal, object)
movement: slow moving actions
space: open, solitary
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original incidental
Cooder

2.1. MUSIC ANALYSIS

music

by

Ry

TYPOLOGY  
  
Original  Music  
Pre-‐‑existing  Music  
             Jingle-‐‑Brand  
             Cover  Version  
             Jingle-‐‑AdSong  
             Free  Cover  Version  
             Musical  Logo  
             Original  Recording  
          X  Incidental  Music  
             Music  from  Libraries  
  
PARAMETERS  OF  MUSICAL  EXPRESSION  
1.  Instrumentation  and  voices  
  
number  
5  
  
type  

distorted  electric  guitar,  percussions,  slide  guitar,  
didgeridoo,  hiss  sound  effect  

organization  

synchronic  structure  
          X  solo  INTRO  
          -‐‑  monophony  
                             unison  
          -‐‑  polyphony  
                           heterophony  
                             homophony    
                        X  counterpoint    
                             antiphony    
  
diachronic  structure  
  
intro,  sound  effects  part,  
rhythmic  part,  slide  guitar  part,  
rhythmic  part  

  
2.  Timbre  
  
vocal    

instrumental    
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anaphones  
  
  
genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
  
anaphones  
  

commentaries  
  
each  voice  sound  
independet,  difficulty  to  
establish  
order/hierarchy  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
distorted  elec.  guitar  à  car  engine  sound  
  
hiss  sound  effect  à  rattle  snake,  desert  
setting  
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genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
3.  Tone  
  
pitch  range  

desert  music  à  slide  guitar  (Paris-‐‑Texas),  
tribal  music  à  didgeridoo  
  
  
  

average  

scale  

middle  
  
/  
  
(intro:  Pentatonic)  

alterations  

/  

type  of  tonality  

(intro:  E)  
  

for  each  voice  
tonal  vocabulary  (mode)  

harmonic  parameters  
melodic  contour  

tonic  accentuation  

  
4.  Time  
  
duration  

X  no  
  
  
  
  

speed  

rhythmic  texture  

  

global    

  00:27  

internal    

tempo  (bpm)  

intro  03-‐‑06    
sound  effects  part  07-‐‑14    
rhythmic  part  15-‐‑18  
slide  guitar  part    19-‐‑25  
rhythmic  part  26-‐‑30  
  regular  
X  irregular  
(intro  ≈60bpm)  

surface  rate  (npm)  

(intro  ≈120npm)  

periodicity  

  

    yes,  when:  

  homorhythm    
X  polyrhythm  
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metre  

  simple    
  compound  

accentuation  

  no  

X    yes  ,  when:  final  slow  down  
X  agogic    
  metric  

  
5.  Dynamics  
  
loudness  

dynamic  accentuation  

overall  

middle  volume  

between  sections  

intro  louder    

between  voices  

guitars  louder  

between  motifs  

/  

  no  

X    yes,  when:  
intro  (distorted  guitar)  
  
  
  

(6.  Lyrics  &  Spoken  Language)  
  
no  lyrics  
  
“I  gotta  get  out  of  here.    
Which  way?  I  don’t  know.  
What  am  I  looking  for?  Something  I  can’t  see.  
I  can  feel  it.  It’s  magic.”  
“Sauvage,  Dior.”  

2.2. SOCIAL SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS
- really metaphorical visual narration
- desert = both musical (genre synecdoche for desert-related musical styles: blues,
Aboriginal music) and visual main theme.
- symbolic meaning of desert: only the bravest and strongest can survive in such
an extrreme environment
- socio-semiotic meanings: the organization of voices, with a solo instrument, as
well as the free non-metronomic rhythm structure communicates social
independence, freedom, more generally absence of norms (van Leeuwen)
3. MUSIC’S COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS
- informative function: where? first in the city (electric distorted guitar = modernity,
blues àurban life), then in the desert (genre synecdoche, animal sound effects)
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Chanel - Allure Homme Sport Cologne
1. SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TEXT

Synopsis

Quick changing shots of a young man riding a longboard downhill on an empty road and frames
of him gazing at the horizon. At the end he slides with his longboard on the wet road.

subjects
- male character
Staging

objects
- longboard
- helmet
- leather suit

setting

action/state

- empty mountain
road

- riding a longboard
downhill
- looking at the
horizon

C
O
N
T
E

riding downhill & sliding on the water: taking a risk, facing the fear
solitary man à independence

N
T

Figurative
Register

framing - depth of field
mostly full and medium
shots, with quick long shots
Audiovisual
Realization

depth: man on focus

movement
some fast zoom-ins and
outs to create dynamic
movement in the
accelerating sequence
before final scene

editing
narrative editing:
accelerating rhyhthm
final scene:
slow motion

F
O
R
M
Plastic
Register

light: natural daylight
color: Black & White editing, black leather suit
movement: fast moving action, frenetic rhythm
space: open, solitary
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incidental music, unknown author

2.1. MUSIC ANALYSIS

TYPOLOGY  
  
Original  Music  
Pre-‐‑existing  Music  
             Jingle-‐‑Brand  
             Cover  Version  
             Jingle-‐‑AdSong  
             Free  Cover  Version  
             Musical  Logo  
             Original  Recording  
          X  Incidental  Music  
             Music  from  Libraries  
  
PARAMETERS  OF  MUSICAL  EXPRESSION  
1.  Instrumentation  and  voices  
  
number  
2  
  
type  

percussion,  sequenced  bass  synth  (with  reverb)  

organization  

synchronic  structure  
          X  solo  
          -‐‑  monophony  
                             unison  
          -‐‑  polyphony  
                             heterophony  
                             homophony    
                             counterpoint    
                             antiphony    
  
diachronic  structure  
  
intro,  crescendo  

  
2.  Timbre  
  
vocal    

instrumental    
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anaphones  
  
  
genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
  
anaphones  
  

commentaries  
  
intro:  percussion  voice  
(solo)  
crescendo:  sequenced  
bass  synth  (solo)  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
hear  beat:  from  relaxed  (slow)  to  
excited/adrenaline  rush  (fast)  
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genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
3.  Tone  
  
pitch  range  

  
none  
  
  

average  

scale  

low  
  
/  
  
/  

alterations  

/  

harmonic  parameters  

type  of  tonality  

D  
  

melodic  contour  
  
flat      ____________  
  

  

tonic  accentuation  

X  no  
  
  
  
  

for  each  voice  
tonal  vocabulary  (mode)  

  
4.  Time  
  
duration  

global    

  00:23  

internal    

tempo  (bpm)  

intro  00-‐‑10  
crescendo  11-‐‑23  
X  regular  
  irregular  
≈135bpm  

surface  rate  (npm)  

1/1  à  1/16  

periodicity  
speed  

rhythmic  texture  

    yes,  when:  
  

X  homorhythm    
  polyrhythm  

metre  

X  simple    
  compound  
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accentuation  

  no  

X    yes  when:  crescendo  
  agogic    
X  metric  

  
5.  Dynamics  
  
loudness  

dynamic  accentuation  

overall  

middle  volume  

between  sections  

/  

between  voices  

/  

between  motifs  

/  

  no  

X    yes,  when:  crescendo,  light  
accentuation  
  
  
  

(6.  Lyrics  &  Spoken  Language)  
  
no  lyrics  
  
“Allure  homme  sport  cologne.  Chanel”  

2.2. SOCIAL SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS
- narrative editing: accelerating rhythm à crates tension
- music discourse collaborates in the building of tension à from slow rhythm (1/1
notes) to very fast rhythm (1/16 notes)
- socio-semiotic meaning: the organization of voices, with a solo instrument voice
might communicate independence, or at least isolation/solitude.
3. MUSIC’S COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS
- emotive: building of a rising climax (acceleration in the rhythm = state of
emotional excitement)
- structural: crescendo correspond to the acceleration in the visual action
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Hugo Boss - Hugo Men
1. SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TEXT

Synopsis

A young man on the roof of a building jumps on a plank and starts walking on it while we can see
that it is suspended in the air over the edge of the building. He stops and looks into the camera.

subjects
- male character

objects
- the product
- plank

setting
building rooftop,
city center

Staging

Figurative
Register

action/state
- spraying the
perfume
- walking on the
plank

- clenching fists: taking the courage, showing determination
- steps à metaphorical image “Dare to take that first step.”
- walking on the plank: facing the fear, proving bravery.
- speaking to the camera à creating a direct connection with the spectator, one-on-one

framing - depth of field

movement

mostly close-ups and full no relevant movements
shots during the action

editing
narrative editing:
regular rhythm

Audiovisual
Realization

Plastic
Register

light: natural daylight
color: silver, grey à urban environment, modernity
space: open, urban
movement: regular, determined
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adapted version of
Stepping Stone by
Lemaitre (2016)

2.1. MUSIC ANALYSIS - DATA SHEET

TYPOLOGY  
  
Original  Music  
Pre-‐‑existing  Music  
            Jingle-‐‑Brand  
            Cover  Version  
            Jingle-‐‑AdSong  
            Free  Cover  Version  
            Musical  Logo  
          X  Original  Recording  
            Incidental  Music  
            Music  from  Libraries  
  
PARAMETERS  OF  MUSICAL  EXPRESSION  
1.  Instrumentation  and  voices  
  
number  
3  
  
type  

lead  synth,  bass  synth,  electronic  drums  

organization  

synchronic  structure  
          -‐‑  solo  
          -‐‑  monophony  
                            unison  
          -‐‑  polyphony  
                            heterophony  
                        X    homophony    
                            counterpoint    
                            antiphony    
  
diachronic  structure  
  
intro,  main  part  

  
2.  Timbre  
  
vocal    

instrumental    
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anaphones  
  
  
genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
  
anaphones  
  

commentaries  
  
intro:  bass  synth  +  
drums  
  
main  part:  “intro”  +  lead  
synth  
à  it  ends  with  quick  
fade  out  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
drums/synth:  electronic  devices  sound  
effects,  computer  sounds  
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genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
3.  Tone  
  
pitch  range  

electronic  rock/dance  music  
  
  
  

average  

scale  

middle-‐‑low  
  
/  
  
Dorian  

alterations  

/  

harmonic  parameters  

type  of  tonality  

D#  
  

melodic  contour  

  

tonic  accentuation  

  no  
  
  
  
  

for  each  voice  
tonal  vocabulary  (mode)  

  
4.  Time  
  
duration  

global    

  00:20  

internal    

tempo  (bpm)  

intro  00-‐‑10  
main  part  11-‐‑20  
X  regular  
  irregular  
92bpm  

surface  rate  (npm)  

≈300npm  

periodicity  
speed  

rhythmic  texture  

X    yes,  when:  glitch  sound  effects  
  

X  homorhythm    
  polyrhythm  

metre  

X  simple    
  compound  
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accentuation  

X  no  

    yes  
  agogic    
  metric  

  
5.  Dynamics  
  
loudness  

dynamic  accentuation  

overall  

mid  volume  

between  sections  

/  

between  voices  

/  

between  motifs  

/  

X  no  

    yes,  when:  
  
  
  
  

(6.  Lyrics  &  Spoken  Language)  
  
no  lyrics  
  
“Today  is  yours.  Go  after  what  you  really  want.  
Dare  to  take  that  first  step.”  
“What  are  you  waiting  for?”  
“Your  time  is  now.  Hugo  Men  and  new  Hugo  Ice,  fragrance  for  men.”  

2.2. SOCIAL SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS
- socio-semiotic meaning: the instrumentation, the timbral and rhythmic specific
characteristics work as social identifiers for a target group of young people
passionate with the music style of dance, electro rock music. They might also
communicate a sense of fun and excitement.

3. MUSIC’S COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS
- structural: song changes = scenes changes
- entertainment: dancy groove, fun
- targeting: contemporary electronic music à young audience
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Ralph Lauren - Polo Red Extreme
1. SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TEXT
Quick changing shots of two young men driving motocrosses off the road and doing stunts.

Synopsis

subjects
- 2 male characters
- female character

objects
- motocrosses
- car

setting

action/state

- motocross track

- riding motocross
- doing stunts

Staging

- changing gear: change of pace, taking courage
- doing stunts: pushing oneself to the limit, doing what not everybody does, proving
bravery
Figurative
Register

framing - depth of field
mostly medium and full
shots
Audiovisual
Realization

movement
many movements à fun,
excitement

editing
narrative editing:
from slow to fast, intense
rhythm
stunts sequence:
slow motion

light: natural daylight
color: (initiatial sequence) B&W with red lettering / (stunts sequence) alternation of B&W
and full colors à dynamic, fun, entertaining
space: open
movement: standing still VS. moving fast and doing stunts

Plastic
Register
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2.1. MUSIC ANALYSIS

adapted version of Take Me Out
by Franz Ferdinand (2004)

TYPOLOGY  
  
Original  Music  
Pre-‐‑existing  Music  
            Jingle-‐‑Brand  
            Cover  Version  
            Jingle-‐‑AdSong  
            Free  Cover  Version  
            Musical  Logo  
          X  Original  Recording  
            Incidental  Music  
            Music  from  Libraries  
  
PARAMETERS  OF  MUSICAL  EXPRESSION  
1.  Instrumentation  and  voices  
  
number  
4  
  
type  

lead  electric  guitar,  rhythmic  electric  guitar,  electric  bass,  
drums  

organization  

synchronic  structure  
          -‐‑  solo  
          -‐‑  monophony  
                            unison  
          -‐‑  polyphony  
                            heterophony  
                        X    homophony    
                            counterpoint    
                            antiphony    
  
diachronic  structure  
  
intro,  main  part  

  
2.  Timbre  
  
vocal    

instrumental    
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anaphones  
  
  
genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
  
anaphones  
  

commentaries  
  
lead  guitar  =  melody  
  
other  instruments  =  
accompaniment  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
guitars:  
high  register,  distorted,  rock’n’roll  riffs  
harmony  
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genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
3.  Tone  
  
pitch  range  

  
contemporary  indie  rock,  rock’n’roll  
  
  

average  

scale  

high  
    
guitars:  mid-‐‑high  
bass:  high  
  
Dorian  (intro)  /  Mixolydian  (main  part)  

alterations  

/  

harmonic  parameters  

type  of  tonality  

A  
  

melodic  contour  
  
guitar:  
intro  àcentric  
main  part  àoscillatory  

  

tonic  accentuation  

X  no  
  
  
  
  

for  each  voice  

tonal  vocabulary  (mode)  

  
4.  Time  
  
duration  

global    

  00:20  

internal    

intro  00-‐‑10  
main  part    11-‐‑20  
X  regular  
  irregular  
intro:  ≈145bpm  
main  part:  ≈105bpm    
≈216npm  

periodicity  
speed  

tempo  (bpm)  
surface  rate  (npm)  

rhythmic  texture  

    yes,  when:  
  

  homorhythm    
X  polyrhythm  
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metre  

X  simple    
  compound  

accentuation  

  no  

X    yes  
  agogic    
X  metric    
-‐‑  downbeat:  on  the  1st  beat  (change)  
-‐‑  upbeats  (hi  hat,  main  part),  guitar  
riff  starts  on  2nd  too  

  
5.  Dynamics  
  
loudness  

dynamic  accentuation  

overall  

mid  volume  

between  sections  

/  

between  voices  

/  

between  motifs  

/  

X  no  

    yes,  when:  
  
  
  
  

(6.  Lyrics  &  Spoken  Language)  
  
no  lyrics  
  
“Polo  Red  the  men’s  fragrance  by  Ralph  Lauren.  
And  now  introducing  Polo  Red  Extreme.”  

2.2. SOCIAL SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS
- intro: regular repetitive rhythmic pattern à predictability (images: preparing to
ride, riding)
- main part: richer rhythmic pattern à fun, unpredictability (images: doing stunts)
- socio-semiotic meaning: no clearly detectable social meaning in this musical
discourse
3. MUSIC’S COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS
- structural: marked rhythmic beat in the music coincide with changes of scenes.
- targeting: famous indie rock song/band, contemporary young men
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Lacôme - La Nuit Tresor
1. SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TEXT

Synopsis

A young woman and a young man in a living-room at night. The woman takes a car and drives
through the highway while a biker passes her. She arrives at a hotel, takes a key, sprays the
product on her neck and enters the room. In the room there is the man, they hug.

subjects

Staging

Figurative
Register

- female protagonist
- male protagonist
- hotel staff

objects
- car
- motorbike
- key
- the product

- final sequence:
multiple levels

Plastic
Register

- house
- highway
- elevator
- hotel room

action/state
- going to a known
destination
- opening a closed
door with the key

- female protagonist facial expression: smiling from the beginning to the end, except
before opeinig the door, expectation expression.
- the key: power to open an apparently “closed door”, retrieve a memory-.
- opening the door: answering one’s expectation. (coincides with lyrics “cause I feel at
home with you”)
- protagonists appear alone almost always (privacy)

framing - depth of field

Audiovisual
Realization

setting

- medium shots and close
ups
(proximity, intimacy)

movement
- final sequence:
fast moving in a circle, with
the protagonists at the
center
(happiness, fun)

editing
- narrative editing
- fast rhythm during the
driving sequence and the
final sequence
- slow rhythm during
elevator ride (wait)

light: dark contrast, night environment à quietness, peace
color: dark blue and purple tonalities (expressive function of intimacy, sensuality)
structure of visual field: balanced, uniform
space: closed spaces, neutral, flat à privacy
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2.1. MUSIC ANALYSIS

A. incidental music
B. adapted version (music and lyrics) of
Ivory by Movement (2014).

TYPOLOGY  
  
Original  Music  
Pre-‐‑existing  Music  
            Jingle-‐‑Brand  
            Cover  Version  
            Jingle-‐‑AdSong  
            Free  Cover  Version  
            Musical  Logo  
          X  Original  Recording  
          X  Incidental  Music  
            Music  from  Libraries  
  
PARAMETERS  OF  MUSICAL  EXPRESSION  
1.  Instrumentation  and  voices  
  
number  
A.  1  voice  
B.  6  voices  
type  

organization  

A.  cello  
B.  initial  echoed  sound,  electronic  drums,  synth  bass,  piano,  
vocals  sample,  lead  vocals  
synchronic  structure  
commentaries  
          -‐‑  solo  (A)  
-‐‑  lead  vocals  =  melody  
          -‐‑  monophony  
-‐‑  other  intruments  =  
accompaniment  
                            unison  
          -‐‑  polyphony  
                            heterophony  
                        X    homophony  (B)  
                            counterpoint    
                            antiphony    
  
diachronic  structure  
A.  intro  
B.  intro,  verse,  chorus,  outro  

  
2.  Timbre  
  
vocal    

instrumental    
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anaphones  
  

  
genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
  
anaphones  

breathy,    
-‐‑  vocals  sample:    intermittency,  sensation  
of  a  blinking  light  
-‐‑  lead  vocals:  male  voice  with  effected  
pitch  
  
  
-‐‑  disco,  dance:  processing  and  effects  
(pitch,  echo)  on  human  voice  
  
-‐‑  kick  drum  &  upbeat  bass:  remind  the  
human  heart  beat.    
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genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
3.  Tone  
  
pitch  range  

-‐‑  classic  strings  instrumentation  VS  
electronic  instrumentation  =  past  VS  
present  
  
  

average  

scale  

low-‐‑middle  range  
  
lead  vocals:  baritone  
instruments:  low  range  
  
Pentatonic  minor  /  Dorian  

alterations  

none  

harmonic  parameters  

type  of  tonality  

A#  /  D#  
  

melodic  contour  

  

tonic  accentuation  

X  no  
  
  
  
  

for  each  voice  

tonal  vocabulary  (mode)  

  
4.  Time  
  
duration  

global    

tempo  (bpm)  

0:04  intro  (A)  
0:26  song  (B)  
intro  (B)  0:05-‐‑0:10          chorus  0:18-‐‑0:28  
verse  (B)  0:10-‐‑0:18          outro  0:28-‐‑0:30  
X  regular  
  irregular  
88  bpm  

surface  rate  (npm)  

≈  240  npm  

internal    
periodicity  
speed  

rhythmic  texture  

    yes,  when:  
  

  homorhythm    
X  polyrhythm  
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metre  

X  simple    
  compound  

accentuation  

  no  

X    yes  
synth  bass  upbeat  accent  (on  2  &  4)  
X  agogic    
  metric  

  
5.  Dynamics  
  
loudness  

dynamic  accentuation  

overall  

middle  range  volume  

between  sections  

verse  quieter  –  chorus  louder  

between  voices  

lead  vocals  slightly  louder  

between  motifs  

none  

  no  

X    yes,  when:  
vocals  sample  in  the  intro:  
raising  crescendo  
  
  

(6.  Lyrics  &  Spoken  Language)  
  
“Et  si  l’Amour  se  vivait  toujours  comme  au  premier  jour?”  
  
You  still  see,  you  still  want    
But  trust  on  me,  oh  
(Did  he?)  
Cause  I  feel  at  home  with  you    
I  feel  at  home  with  you  

2.2. SOCIAL SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS
The soundtrack is composed of two different pieces of music, the first belonging to
the category of incidental music while the second being an adapted version of an
original recording. The incidental music works as a very short musical introduction
composed of a motif in A major which ends with the augmented seventh note (G#).
Such ending creates a sense of suspense in the listener who would expect the
motif to close with the tonic note (A), just as a typical major scale progression
usually ends; in addition, this sensation is intesified by an echo effect applied to the
last note.
The main theme, starting at 00:05, presents a Western pop song format (intro,
verse, chorus, outro) with a minor tonality, which is related to a grave and dark kind
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of mood. The voices are organized in a homophonic structure and the lead vocals,
which represents the main melody, is characterized by an electronically processed
timbre affecting the pitch that functions as genre synecdoche of dance music. The
most significant semiotic feature is the change in the rhythmic structure, which
highlights two completely opposite significations. The solo cello intro at the
beginning of the spot has an irregular non-metronomic time, while the main song is
characterized by a strictly regular and metronomic time marked by a repetitive
drums-bass beat, anaphonically related to the regularity of human heart beat. This
rhytmic transition could signify the social passage from a private context (solo and
free-from-norms voice) to a pubblic context (regular and adherent to timing norms).
This social meaning bears other connections consistent with the visual narration,
such as the change of status in a sentimental relationship from being alone (private
context) to being together with a partner (pubblic context) and consequently
conform to some social rules. Furthermore, the timbre of cello semiotically recalls
classical music, which is linked to the past in Western culture, while electronic
instruments represent the present of Western music. Thus, the past-present
opposition in the sentence pronounced by the voice-over (“Et si l’Amour se vivait
toujours comme au premier jour?” = the first day of a relationship vs. everyday
routine) is semiotically realized through the timbric features of the music.

3. MUSIC’S COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS
• Structural function: each song section (intro, verse, chorus, outro) corresponds
exactly to a different visual sequence, hence the progression of the song structures
the progression of the narration.
• Informative function: classical music denotes a quiet and thoughtful moment,
while dance music denotes a night-time setting.
• Narrative function: the lyrics in the chorus (“I feel at home with you”) narrates
feelings that can be ascribed to either the female or the male protagonist of the
video, since the subject in the sentence is the first person singular.
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Dior - Miss Dior Absolutely Blooming
1. SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TEXT
A young woman in bride dress receives the wedding bouquet and walks towards the altar
accompained by her father. She stops and apologizes to her father, then turns back and runs
away. She goes to a sea cliff and an helicopter picks her up. A young man kisses her while they
fly away.

Synopsis

Staging

subjects

objects

settings

- female protagonist
(the bride)
- male character 1
(the waiter)
- male character 2
(the father)
- male character 3
(the lover)

- bouquet, flower
- petals falling from
the sky

1. wedding
ceremony
2. natural
environment
3. helicopter
4. Paris skyline

actions/states
- walk to the altar
- bride’s escape
- bride’s climb up
the helicopter stairs

- bride’s sad face during the walk to the altar VS. smiling when she is in the helicopter
- the bride throws the bouquet backwards while running away (corresponding lyrics in
the soundtrack: “Take it”)
- change in the bride’s clothing: from white (wedding dress) to black (elegant dress)

Figurative
Register

framings - depth of field

movements

editing
- narrative editing:
chronological sequence

no relevant elements
Audiovisual
Realization

no relevant camera
movements

- rhythmic change:
from slow-paced
to fast-paced frame
sequences, after the
bride’s escape

- symbolic chromatic change: from Black & White to full-colors when the bride runs
away from the ceremony
- structure of visual field: from symmetry (artificial order) in wedding setting to
asymmetry
(natural disorder) in natural setting
- movement: walk (slow, regular) to the altar VS. run away from the wedding
- stylistic emulation: romantic movie

Plastic
Register
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Adapted version of:
Big Brother and the Holding Company Piece of My Heart (1968)

2.1. MUSIC ANALYSIS

TYPOLOGY  
  
Original  Music  
Pre-‐‑existing  Music  
            Jingle-‐‑Brand  
            Cover  Version  
            Jingle-‐‑AdSong  
            Free  Cover  Version  
            Musical  Logo  
          X  Original  Recording  
            Incidental  Music  
            Music  from  Libraries  
  
PARAMETERS  OF  MUSICAL  EXPRESSION  
1.  Instrumentation  and  voices  
  
number  
  
6  
type  

solo  electric  guitar,  rhythmic  electric  guitar,  electric  bass,    
drums,  female  lead  vocals,  male  background  vocals  

organization  

synchronic  structure  
          -‐‑  solo  
          -‐‑  monophony  
                            unison  
          -‐‑  polyphony  
                            heterophony  
                        X    homophony    
                            counterpoint    
                            antiphony    
  
diachronic  structure  
pop  song:  intro,  verse,  pre-‐‑
chorus,  
chorus,  outro  

  
2.  Timbre  
  
vocal    

instrumental    

  
  
anaphones  
  
  
genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
  
anaphones  
  

commentaries  
  
-‐‑  lead  voice  =  melody  
-‐‑  background  choir  and  
instruments  =    
accompaniment  

  
-‐‑  raspy,  harsh,  rough,  powerfull  sensation  
  
  
  
  
  
American  soul  and  blues  
  
  
  
-‐‑  upbeat  guitar  chord  in  the  chorus  ≈  
scream  
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genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
3.  Tone  
  
pitch  range  

  
60’s  and  70’s  American  rock,  blues  
  
  

average  

scale  

middle  range  
  
lead  vocals:  mezzo-‐‑soprano  
guitars:  middle  and  high  range  
  
Mixolydian  

alterations  

none  

harmonic  parameters  

type  of  tonality  

E    
  

melodic  contour  

  

tonic  accentuation  

  no  
  
  
  
  

for  each  voice  

tonal  vocabulary  (mode)  

  
4.  Time  
  
duration  

global    

  music  starts  at  0:02  and  lasts  45s  

internal    

tempo  (bpm)  

intro  0:02-‐‑0:08    pre-‐‑chorus  0:19-‐‑  0:25  
verse  0:08-‐‑0:19    chorus  0:25-‐‑0:42  
X  regular  
  irregular  
82  bpm  

surface  rate  (npm)  

≈  192  npm  

periodicity  
speed  

rhythmic  texture  

X  homorhythm    
  polyrhythm  

metre  

X  simple    
  compound  
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X    yes,  when:  
chorus  start,  background  choir:  “Take  it!”  
chorus  repetition,  back.  choir:  “Mama!”  
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accentuation  

  no  

    yes  
  agogic    
X  metric  :  upbeat  guitar  chord      
in  the  chorus  

  
5.  Dynamics  
  
loudness  

dynamic  accentuation  

overall  

loud  volume  

between  sections  
between  voices  

intro  lower  volume,  verse  higher  
vol.  
upbeat  guitar  chord  in  the  chorus  

between  motifs  

none  

X  no  

    yes,  when:  
  
  
  
  

(6.  Lyrics  &  Spoken  Language)  
  
And  each  time  I  tell  myself  that  I,  well  I  think  I'ʹve  had  enough,  
But  I'ʹm  gonna  show  you,  baby,  that  a  woman  can  be  tough.  
  
I  want  you  to  come  on,  come  on,  come  on,  come  on  and  take  it,  
Take  another  little  piece  of  my  heart  now,  baby!  
Have  another  little  piece  of  my  heart  now,  baby,  
You  know  you  got  it  if  it  makes  you  feel  good,  
Oh,  yes  indeed.  

2.2. SOCIAL SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS
The song presents a typical Western pop arrangement, tonality and rhythmic
composition.
There are six different voices (solo electric guitar, rhythmic electric guitar, electric
bass, drums, lead vocals and background vocals) resulting in a structure of
homophony. The lead vocals, which is characterized by a rough and powerful
timbre, is the voice providing the main melody, while the background choir and the
instruments constitute the accompaniment.
There are a tonic and a metric accentuation stressing the first and the third bar of
the chorus. We can recognize in this song the genre synecdoches of 60’s American
rock, blues and soul. As for the song lyrics, the most semantically significant
passage is the end of the verse (see underlined text), which verbalizes the attitude
and the ideas of the female vocalist, thus signifying the action performed by the
female protagonist in the video, i.e. escaping from her wedding.
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The socio-semiotic meanings realized by the soundtrack are primarily related to the
voice of the female singer. She has a powerful tense voice and she sings at a rather
high tone (mezzo-soprano) with a loud volume, thus her performance exemplifies
the meaning expressed in the lyrics (“I’m gonna show you baby that a woman can
be tough”). Moreover, the presence of a male background choir supporting the
female lead singer signifies both social participation and especially an inverted
power relationship in gender interaction. In fact, the story that is narrated in the
video perfectly combines with this specific meaning, i.e. women’s social liberation.
3. MUSIC’S COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS
First of all, the music performs a structural function by marking the division
between the initial narrative state (verse), which represents sadness, visually
realized through the use of Black & White, and the final transformed state of
happiness (chorus), characterized by the presence of colors in the video. In the
song, sadness is semiotically highlighted by a minor chord at the beginning of the
verse (C# minor) while happiness by the major scale in the chorus (E major, A major
and B major). In the video, these emotional states are emphasized on the one hand
by a symmetric structure of the visual field, related to social values such as order
and duty, and on the other hand by an asymmetric structure, linked to disorder and
freedom.
Secondly, the music discourse also serves a narrative function, since its lyrics
narrate attitudes (“a woman can be tough”) and actions (“I’m gonna show you”,
“Take it”) displayed in the visual text.
Lastly, the song performs a rhetorical function in a double sense: on the one
hand, it intertextually relates to previous political discourses which provide
authority to the spot; on the other hand, it contrasts with the visual text since a rock
song hardly fits in with the images of a traditional wedding, which is usually
associated with classic music in our society. If we consider the discourse of late
60s political protests in Western society, which is intertextually evoked by this
song, and the symbolism connected to the singer, Janis Joplin, who became a
musical icon for those social movements, we can conclude that this specific music
discourse can be used in support of political discourses such as women
empowerment and gender equality; these associations legitimate the brand’s
discourse creating a positive image of it.
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Chanel - nº5 L’Eau
1. SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TEXT

Synopsis

A young woman is pictured in various situations representing figuratively the opposite concepts
displayed in capital letters.

subjects

Staging

- young woman
(protagonist)
- party dancers
- “protesters”

objects

setting

- light bulb
- flag
- cameras and tvs

action/state

- house interior
- external urban
setting
- tv studio

dancing
- posing/partying
- protesting
- singing

written language (capital letters, white/black): I AM / NIGHT / AND / DAY / QUESTION / AND / ANSWER / COMPOSED /
AND / EXCESSIVE / INSTANT / AND / INFINITE / ARTIST / AND / MUSE / VULNERABLE / AND / INVINCIBLE /
BREAKING / AND / MAKING / YOU KNOW ME / AND / YOU DON’T / N°5 L’EAU CHANEL

Figurative
Register

- face expressions and body movements signifies the words displayed in cap. letters.
- light bulb: presence vs absence of light (day vs night) à symbol of progress
- flag & Paris setting: symbol of identification with a social group à link to revolutionary
history and birth of nation states
- cameras and tvs: symbol of fame à stereotypical medium by which one becomes
famous in contemporary Western society

framing - depth of field
- close-ups and full shots
alternation
Audiovisual
Realization

Plastic
Register

movement
no relevant movements

editing
- expressive editing:
no chronological sequence.
- fast-paced changes of
scenes
- alternation: slow motion
vs normal

- extreme close-up on the protagonist’s eye while written text says I AM à homophonic
words eye and I
- NIGHT/DAY sequence: the only sequence in Black & White
- “revolution” shot: intertextual link to La Liberté guidant le peuple, by Delacroix
- colors expressive function: vitality, fun, creativity.
- shape (typography): capital letters, AND letter size is bigger than that of the
nouns/adjectives.
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2.1. MUSIC ANALYSIS

Original Music by Krister Linder

TYPOLOGY  
  
Original  Music  
Pre-‐‑existing  Music  
            Jingle-‐‑Brand  
            Cover  Version  
            Jingle-‐‑AdSong  
            Free  Cover  Version  
            Musical  Logo  
            Original  Recording  
          X  Incidental  Music  
            Music  from  Libraries  
  
PARAMETERS  OF  MUSICAL  EXPRESSION  
1.  Instrumentation  and  voices  
  
number  
5  
  
type  

strings,  electronic  drums,  synth  pads,  synth  bass,  synth  solo  

organization  

synchronic  structure  
          -‐‑  solo  
          -‐‑  monophony  
                            unison  
          -‐‑  polyphony  

commentaries  
  
strings  =  melody  -‐‑  synth  
bass  =  accompaniment  

                            heterophony  
                          X  homophony    
                            counterpoint    
                            antiphony    
  
diachronic  structure  
  
intro,  main  part,  crescendo,  
conclusion  
  
2.  Timbre  
  
vocal    

instrumental    
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anaphones  
  
  
genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
  
anaphones  
  

  
  

  

hard,  sharp  sounds  
-‐‑  drums:  crashes  explosions  
-‐‑  hi-‐‑hat  sound  effect:  electricity  
(NIGHT/DAY)  
-‐‑  low-‐‑pass  filter  effect:  closed  /  underwater  
environment    
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genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
3.  Tone  
  
pitch  range  

-‐‑  strings:  Beethoven’s  symphonies,  1700  
classical  Viennese  period  of  Western  art  
music  
-‐‑  drums:  dubstep,  house  music  
  

average  

scale  

high  (soprano)  
  
/  
  
Natural  minor  /  Dorian  

alterations  

/  

harmonic  parameters  

type  of  tonality  

D  /  G  
  

melodic  contour  

  

tonic  accentuation  

X  no  
  
  
  
  

for  each  voice  
tonal  vocabulary  (mode)  

  
4.  Time  
  
duration  

global    

  01:00  

internal    

tempo  (bpm)  

intro  00-‐‑06                      crescendo  32-‐‑52  
main  part  07-‐‑31    conclusion  53-‐‑60  
  regular  
X  irregular  
128bpm  

surface  rate  (npm)  

≈  480npm  

periodicity  
speed  

rhythmic  texture  

    yes,  when:  
  

X  homorhythm    
  polyrhythm  

metre  

X  simple    
  compound  
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accentuation  

  no  

X    yes  
X  agogic  (rhythmic  suspances)  
  metric  

  
5.  Dynamics  
  
loudness  

dynamic  accentuation  

overall  

medium    

between  sections  

crescendo  +  volume  

between  voices  

/  

between  motifs  

/  

  no  

X    yes,  when:  
-‐‑  final  crescendo    
  
  
  

(6.  Lyrics  &  Spoken  Language)  
  
  
no  lyrics  
  
“L’eau.  The  new  number  five.  Chanel”  

2.2. SOCIAL SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS
The song is ascribeable to both the contemporary electronic music genres of
dubstep (swing drums rhythm at the beginning) and house (4/4 kick drum).
However it builds a clear intertextual connection with the classical 18th-century
Viennese music by using the string section sounds for the main melody.
The five voices are organized in heterophony, with the strings playing the main
melody in D minor and the rest of instruments the accompaniment. Diachronically
the song has no typical pop structure; in fact, we can recognize four main song
section (intro, main part, crescendo, conclusion) by focusing on the instruments
that add progressively to the main melody. Such a diachronic structure
communicates a sense of expectation in the listener, which is emphasized by the
tension-building that the crescendo dynamic produces.
The two most significative expressive features of this soundtrack are the irregularity
in the rhythmic structure and the timbre characteristics. The fast (128bpm) and
swinged rhythm of the drums signifies lack of uniformity and unpredictability, as
well as excitement and fun. In particular, the change in the kick drum pattern at
00:32, from irregular to regular 4/4 beat, could signify a change in the action: from a
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suspended variable process in the first part to an accelerated anxious evolution in
the second part. This might be interpreted as a discourse of transformation: we can
clearly distinguish an initial phase, a climax and a final resolution.
As previously mentioned, the timbre of the main melody (strings) works as a genre
synecdoche which is much functional to the message of the advertisement. In
order to promote a re-release of an already famous product, the brand’s persuasive
discourse seems to be relying on the idea of fidelity to tradition. Thus, the concept
of novelty on which the campaign is based (“The new number five”) can be
paraphrased as “reinventing the past” rather than “leaving the past behind”. The
music discourse represents an example itself of how past tradition (classical music
intruments) and novelty (electronic dance music) can be blended together.
3. MUSIC’S COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS
- Entertainment function
- Structural function (change of scenes, progression of narration: no linear visual
narration, but expectation building)
- Rhetorical function: the spot plays with the ideas of old and new. In the visual
discourse these two concepts are presented as two opposite and separate poles,
just like “NIGHT” and “DAY” or “VULNERABLE” and “INVINCIBLE”. In fact, the
music discourse communicates a conciliation between the two, which is signified
by the choice of using strings (representing the old) in a piece of modern electronic
music (representing the new).
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Yves Saint Laurent - Black Opium
1. SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TEXT
A young woman alone in a night club makes eye contact with a young man. He hands her a key,
she takes it and drives to a building. She takes the elevator and enters a room full with young
people. A young man walks towards her holding the product, she takes it from his hand and
sprays it on her neck.

Synopsis

subjects
- female protagonist
- male character 1
- male character 2
- young people

Staging

objects
- lipstick
- key
- motorbike
- the product

setting

action/state

- street at night
- night club
- highway
- elevator
- wide room

- walking, painting
lips, driving
- interacting,
connection/
understanding with
a glance
- going to a place
for something

- the key: power to access an exclusive place, a privilege
- protagonist’s look: determined, resolute, independent
- painting lips: synecdoche of femininity and sensuality
- riding a motorbike: braveness, facing risks
- riding the elevator UP: upgrading, raising one’s status

Figurative
Register

framing - depth of field

movement

editing

close-ups: eye-interaction
between protag. and male
character

mix of movements:
dynamic action

- narrative editing
fast, intense rhythm

Audiovisual
Realization

majority of close-ups:
protagonist’s face
detail: key, keyhole, the
product

slow motions:
corresponding to lyrics
“moving slow”

light: dark, night setting, artificial lighting à protagonist’s face: light & dark alternation
colors: blue and red à (symbolic meaning: sexuality)
structure of visual field: protagonist at the centre, proximity (close-ups)
sapce: closed spaces
move: regular, sequential

Plastic
Register
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adapted version of Jungle by Emma
Louise (2011)

2.1. MUSIC ANALYSIS

TYPOLOGY  
  
Original  Music  
Pre-‐‑existing  Music  
            Jingle-‐‑Brand  
            Cover  Version  
            Jingle-‐‑AdSong  
            Free  Cover  Version  
            Musical  Logo  
          X  Original  Recording  
            Incidental  Music  
            Music  from  Libraries  
  
PARAMETERS  OF  MUSICAL  EXPRESSION  
1.  Instrumentation  and  voices  
  
number  
6  
  
type  

drums,  synth  pad,  electric  guitar,  lead  vocals,  electric  bass,  
shaker  

organization  

synchronic  structure  
          -‐‑  solo  
          -‐‑  monophony  
                            unison  
          -‐‑  polyphony  

commentaries  
  
lead  vocals  =  melody  
instruments  =  
accompaniment  

                          heterophony  
                        X    homophony    
                            counterpoint    
                            antiphony    
  
diachronic  structure  
  
intro,  verse,  pre-‐‑chorus,  chorus  
  
2.  Timbre  
  
vocal    

instrumental    

  
  
anaphones  
  
  
genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
  
anaphones  
  

soft,  quasi-‐‑spoken  (in  the  verse),    
effortless  (no  audible  vocal  effort)  
    
“hey”:  request  of  attention/help  
  
  
no  significant  genre  synecdoche  
  
  
-‐‑  vibrato  synth  pad  à  sense  of  unestable  
emotional  state  (either  positive  or  neg.)  
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genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
3.  Tone  
  
pitch  range  

  
-‐‑  persussion  drums  in  the  chorus  à  tribal  
music  (“my  head  is  a  jungle”)  
  
  

average  

scale  

high  
  
lead  vocals:  soprano  
guitar:  middle-‐‑high  
  
Natural  minor  /  Dorian    

alterations  

/  

harmonic  parameters  

type  of  tonality  

G  /  C    
  

melodic  contour    
(MAIN  MELODY)  
  
lead  vocals  

  

tonic  accentuation  

  no  
  
  
  
  

for  each  voice  

tonal  vocabulary  (mode)  

  
4.  Time  
  
duration  

global    

00:30  

internal    

tempo  (bpm)  

intro  00-‐‑03                        pre-‐‑chorus  19-‐‑25  
verse  04-‐‑18                      chorus  26-‐‑30  
X  regular  
  irregular  
125bpm  

surface  rate  (npm)  

288npm  

periodicity  
speed  

rhythmic  texture  

X  homorhythm    
  polyrhythm  
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lead  vocals,  second  “hey”  in  the  pre-‐‑
chorus,  one  octave  interval.    
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metre  

X  simple    
  compound  

accentuation  

X  no  

    yes  
  agogic    
  metric  

  
5.  Dynamics  
  
loudness  

dynamic  accentuation  

overall  

quiet  

between  sections  

chorus  louder  than  the  verse  

between  voices  

/  

between  motifs  

/  

  no  

X    yes,  when:  
guitar  entry  at  the  beginning  of  the  
verse  
  
  
  

(6.  Lyrics  &  Spoken  Language)  
  

And  I’m  moving,  slow  
Our  hearts  beat,  so  fast  
I'ʹve  been  dreaming,  dreaming  'ʹbout  you  
'ʹBout  us  
  
Hey  
Hey  
  
My  head  is  a  jungle,  jungle  
My  head…  
  

2.2. SOCIAL SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS
The song presents a typical modern pop instrumentation, arrangement, voices
organization (homophony) and tonal vocabulary (Dorian mode). What is peculiar in
this music discourse is the rhythmic section. In fact, although the pop arrangement,
the kick drum maintains a constant 4/4 beat pattern throughout the song at a
relatively fast tempo (125bpm), as would be typical for club music. This feature
helps communicating a specific setting in Western society: nighttime life of young
people, which associate with club and dance culture. Moreover, the 4/4 beat is a
music reproduction of the human heartbeat, which is also contextual to the
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linguistic meaning of the lyrics (“Our  hearts  beat,  so  fast”). As for the final part of the
song (the chorus), it is relavant to notice the addition of percussions that creates a
more complex and louder rhythmic section. It works as a genre synecdoche for
tribal music as well. This connection signifies the literal meaning of the word jungle
in the chorus (“My  head  is  a  jungle,  jungle”).
The rise in pitch as the main melody (lead vocals) transit from the verse to the
chorus signifies an active powerful voice associated with the person singing. Thus,
this feature can be interpreted as a socio-semiotic sign of power affirmation.
Lastly, it should be notice that the diachrnoic structure is particularly relevant as it
lacks a real conclusive part. In fact, the music quickly fades out as the audiovisual
text finishes, which communicates a sense of abrupt interruption and
incompleteness.
3. MUSIC’S COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS
- narrative function: lyrics narrates a story about a relationship (female voice “I”,
identifies with the female protagonist, “you” with the male character).
- targeting: pop and club culture among young people
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Ralph Lauren - Ralph Love
1. SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF VISUAL TEXT
A young woman and a young man alone by the beach at daylight hugging and smiling.

Synopsis

subjects
- female protagonist
- male protagonist
Staging

Figurative
Register

objects
-surf
-bicycle
-guitar
-the product

- close-ups and medium
shots

Plastic
Register

action/state

- beach, daytime

-standing/sitting
-hugging

- facial expressions: both protagonists smile (happiness) look intesely at each other
(love)
- undressed bodies: youth and physical beauty (Western stereotypes)
- together vs alone: at the beginning and at the end the protagonists appear alone in
some shots, while the main central part they are always together in the shots.

framing - depth of field

Audiovisual
Realization

setting

depth: blurred frames à
dynamism, fun

movement
- camera reproducing
human body movements
(camera = observer’s eye)

editing
- expressive editing
- many crossfades
- almost all sequences in
slow motion

light: natural sun light, summer day
colors: bright, summer colors (expressive meaning: joy, liveliness
visual field: protagonists at the center
space: external, open
movement: natural, spontaneous
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adapted version of Secrets (2014) by
Jack and Eliza

2.1. MUSIC ANALYSIS

TYPOLOGY  
  
Original  Music  
Pre-‐‑existing  Music  
            Jingle-‐‑Brand  
            Cover  Version  
            Jingle-‐‑AdSong  
            Free  Cover  Version  
            Musical  Logo  
          X  Original  Recording  
            Incidental  Music  
            Music  from  Libraries  
  
PARAMETERS  OF  MUSICAL  EXPRESSION  
1.  Instrumentation  and  voices  
  
number  
4  
  
type  

2  lead  vocals,  rhythmic  electric  guitar,  electric  bass  

organization  

synchronic  structure  
          -‐‑  solo  
          -‐‑  monophony  
                            unison  
          -‐‑  polyphony  
                            heterophony  
                        X    homophony    
                        X    counterpoint    
                            antiphony    
  
diachronic  structure  
  
intro,  verse,  refrain,  verse,  refrain  

  
2.  Timbre  
  
vocal    

instrumental    
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anaphones  
  

  
genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
  
anaphones  
  

commentaries  
  
male  vs  female  vocals:  
-‐‑  in  the  verse  =  
homophony  
  
-‐‑  in  the  refrain  =    
counterpoint    

-‐‑  vivid,  bright,  merry  sound  à  young  
happy  people  
  
  
  
  
-‐‑  60s/70s  beat  and  surf  rock.  
  
  
  
guitar  chords  =  wavy  sounds  
  
bright,  colorful  sounds  
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genre  
synecdoches  
  
  
3.  Tone  
  
pitch  range  

-‐‑  Beach  Boys,  surf  music  genre  (60s/70s).  
à  nostalgia  
  
  

average  
for  each  voice  

tonal  vocabulary  (mode)  

scale  
alterations  

harmonic  parameters  

type  of  tonality  

melodic  contour  

  

tonic  accentuation  

X  no  
  
  
  
  

  
4.  Time  
  
duration  

rhythmic  texture  

G-‐‑flat  
  

    yes,  when:  
  

global    

  00:30  

internal    

tempo  (bpm)  

intro                00-‐‑02                verse  2          20-‐‑27  
verse  1        03-‐‑10                refrain  2      28-‐‑30  
refrain  1    11-‐‑19  
X  regular  
  irregular  
165bpm  

surface  rate  (npm)  

≈168npm  

periodicity  
speed  

middle-‐‑high  
  
male  vocals:  contralto/soprano  
female  vocals:  contralto  
electric  bass:  very  high  
Mixolydian  
  
/  

X  homorhythm    
  polyrhythm  
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metre  

X  simple    
  compound  

accentuation  

X  no  

  yes  
  agogic    
  metric  

  
5.  Dynamics  
  
loudness  

dynamic  accentuation  

overall  

loud  

between  sections  

/  

between  voices  

/  

between  motifs  

/  

X  no  

    yes,  when:  
  
  
  
  

(6.  Lyrics  &  Spoken  Language)  

Why don't you tell her
All of your secrets (now...)
Remember the time when (now...)
Oh oh oh nevermind!
Why don't you tell her
You really mean it (now...)
I'm under the moon…

2.2. SOCIAL SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS
This song reproduces a clear genre synecdoche to 60s Californian surf-pop music,
thanks to its instrumental sounds (wavy reverbered electric guitar and bass),
rhythmic features (regular structure and fast paced tempo) and tonal vocabulary
(Mixolydian mode).
The most distinctive characteristic is the organization of the vocal parts. There are
two voices singing, one is masculine and the other feminine, and they seem to
build a sort of balanced dialogue. In fact, in terms of melodies, lyrics and volumes,
there is equilibrium between the two. However, in the verse they are
homophonically organized (harmonically and rhythmically interdependent), while in
the refrain they produce a counterpoint (harmonically interdipendent, but
independent in rhythm and contour). Thus, we can conclude that what they
comunicate is not a hiercarchical social structure (a dominant vs. a subordinate
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voice), but rather a dynamic social interaction. Such a discourse might be
summerized as follows: there are some moments in our social life when we
harmonize with each other, and others in which we differ from each other.
Considering the visual narration, this discourse is to be applied to a romantic
relationship, characterized by moments of symbiosis (homophony) and constrasts
(counterpoint).
Lastly, it should be notice that the diachrnoic structure is particularly relevant as it
lacks a real conclusive part. In fact, the music simply fades out as the audiovisual
text finishes, which communicates a sense of incompleteness.

3. MUSIC’S COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS
- Informative function: summer time
- targeting function: young people (recently published song, 2014)
- emotive function: happiness joyfulness
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